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In this thesis, I examine the economic systems revolving around production and exchange of virtual property.
From my viewpoint, the central forms of virtual property include e.g. virtual items in community sites, and virtual
goods and characters in online games. Production of virtual property often requires significant time inputs from the
users, and the users also trade it for real money.
I treat these economic systems, called virtual economies, as sufficiently separate economies whose
macroeconomic properties can be discussed. Particularly, I focus on the question “Can meaningful
macroeconomic indicators be computed for a virtual economy?” The macroeconomic indicators that are
investigated in this study are aggregate production and inflation.
My approach is to identify relevant principles using which these indicators are computed for national economies,
and then transfer the same principles to a virtual economy. The developed aggregate production measure, called
Gross User Product (GUP), is defined based on the principles underlying the System of National Accounts (SNA).
GUP measures the aggregate economic activities of the users of a virtual economy. The central feature of GUP
is that it makes a distinction between production by the users and production by the service they use.
The possibility to log potentially all transactions in a virtual economy allows for flexible choice of an inflation
measure. Measuring inflation for a virtual economy is, in this sense, easier than for e.g. a national economy. The
employed inflation measure is a chained Fischer index, which is computed based on market transaction data of
virtual final goods.
Both macroeconomic indicators are computed for the virtual economy of EVE Online. The economy of EVE
Online consists of production and exchange activities of about 200,000 users, all of who potentially interact with
each other. Transaction and production data from the logs of EVE Online is employed in the computations.
The previously published research on macroeconomic indicators for a virtual economy has focused on using data
collected from real-money trading markets external to the virtual economy. This study shows that virtual
economies can be regarded as separate economic systems, and that comprehensive macroeconomic indicators
can be computed for them. The employed tools of economics transfer well to the analysis of a virtual economy.
The results can be used for e.g. tracking the state of a virtual economy and macroeconomic modeling.
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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract

Tässä työssä tutkin ns. virtuaaliomaisuuden tuottamiseen ja vaihtamiseen kytkeytyneitä talousjärjestelmiä. Työn
kannalta keskeistä virtuaaliomaisuutta ovat mm. virtuaaliset tavarat yhteisöpalveluissa sekä verkkopelien
virtuaalihyödykkeet ja pelihahmot. Virtuaaliomaisuuden tuottaminen vaatii usein merkittäviä aikainvestointeja
käyttäjiltä, ja siitä käydään myös kauppaa oikealla rahalla.
Käsittelen näitä virtuaalitalouksiksi kutsuttuja järjestelmiä siinä määrin erillisinä talouksina, että niiden
makrotaloudellisia ominaisuuksia voi tutkia. Tutkimuskysymyksenäni on ”Onko virtuaalitaloudelle mahdollista
muodostaa merkityksellisiä makrotalousindikaattoreita?” Valitut makrotalousindikaattorit tässä työssä ovat
kokonaistuotanto ja inflaatio.
Tutkimukseni lähtökohtana on identifioida sovelluskohteen kannalta oleelliset indikaattoreiden muodostamisen
periaatteet ja siirtää kyseiset periaatteet virtuaalitalouden analysointiin. Kehitetty kokonaistuotannon mittari,
bruttokäyttäjätuote (Gross User Product, GUP), on johdettu noudattaen kansantalouden tilinpitojärjestelmän
periaatteita. Bruttokäyttäjätuote mittaa virtuaalitaloudessa toimivien käyttäjien taloudellista toimeliaisuutta.
Bruttokäyttäjätuotteen keskeinen ominaisuus on se, että sen avulla voidaan tehdä ero käyttäjien tekemän ja itse
palvelun tekemän tuotannon välillä.
Inflaatiomittari voidaan valita suhteellisen vapaasti, sillä virtuaalitaloudessa voidaan tallentaa kaikki tuotteiden
vaihtoon liittyvä data keskitetysti. Tässä mielessä inflaation laskeminen on esimerkiksi kansantalouden inflaation
laskemista helpompi ongelma. Työssä käytetty inflaatiomittari on ketjutettu Fischerin indeksi, joka pohjautuu
virtuaalisten lopputuotteiden vaihtodataan.
Työssä lasketaan molemmat märitellyt makrotalousindikaattorit EVE Onlinen virtuaalitaloudelle. EVE Onlinen
virtuaalitalous koostuu noin 200 000 käyttäjän tuotanto-, myynti- ja ostopäätöksistä. Indikaattoreiden laskemisessa
käytetään vaihto- ja tuotantodataa EVE Onlinen lokitiedostoista.
Aiemmin julkaistu tutkimus virtuaalitalouden makrotalousindikaattoreista on enimmäkseen perustunut oikealla
rahalla tapahtuvan virtuaalihyödykkeiden kaupankäynnin havainnointiin. Tässä työssä osoitetaan, että
virtuaalitalouksia voi käsitellä erillisinä talousjärjestelminä, ja että virtuaalitaloudelle voi muodostaa
makrotalousindikaattoreita. Indikaattoreiden pohjana käytetyt kansantaloustieteen menetelmät siirtyvät hyvin
virtuaalitalouden analysointiin. Työn tuloksina syntyneitä indikaattoreita voi käyttää esimerkiksi virtuaalitalouden
tilan havainnointiin ja makrotaloudellisten mallien muodostamiseen.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
A part of the contemporary online services are commonly called virtual worlds. These
virtual worlds typically look like video games, but are accessed through the Internet
by potentially tens of thousands of concurrent users, attracting a total number of
unique users that ranges in tens of millions1. When using one of these services, the users – among other things – take part in different kinds of social interactions, including
economic ones.
To make virtual worlds persuasive, they are presented to the users so that acceptance
of concepts like place, inhabitant or object is encouraged. Though the virtual worlds
physically consist of computer code and database entries and exist on servers dedicated for this purpose, the users typically refer to virtual items as houses, clothes,
weapons, or money; that is, in the same way they refer to objects physically existing
around them. (Bartle 2004, 1.)
Virtual worlds obviously differ from the real world physically. The physical laws that
govern the everyday life of the real world do not exist as such. Instead, the rules that
most closely act like restricting physics of the real world are implemented via computer programs, or code: the code forms what can be called the architecture2 of a virtual world. This architecture may differ from the physical laws of the real world as
much as desired. From the viewpoint of economics, and social sciences in general, the
virtual worlds do not differ from the real world in a fundamental way. Despite the difference of the platform of interaction, the participants are human beings. The social,
economic and psychological patterns of human interactions seem to translate to these
1

Statistics on the user numbers can be found from the website http://www.mmogchart.com/
(retrieved February 28, 2008) that charts the subscriber numbers of subscription-based online games. The information is based on official corporate data, press releases, public comments and more or less educated guesses.
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new platforms of interaction (Castronova 2004a, 29) just as they have translated to
other online services previously. Virtual environments are currently used, among
other things, for medical, political, educational, military, social, entertainment, and
commercial purposes (Fairfield 2005, 1059).
In a virtual world, then, the world itself is simulation that, to a greater or lesser extent,
simulates physical space. The users interact via characters that are simulations; likewise, any property that the characters own or control is simulation. However, the social interactions that take place inside the virtual world, by human beings through the
characters they control, are not simulations. As will be discussed in this thesis, the
valuations that the human beings place on virtual property their characters control are
not simulation either.
Most notable contemporary virtual words are graphically rendered multi-user social
worlds or online games. For example, a single popular multiplayer online role-playing
game, called World of Warcraft, has more than 10 million subscribers3. There is obviously a significant draw to these services. The draw to virtual worlds does not manifest itself only as the size of the user base, but as the amount of time the users are willing to spend in them. In a survey, it was found out that the average time spent weekly
in multiplayer online games, similar to the mentioned World of Warcraft, was over 22
hours. Despite the stereotypical image of video and computer gaming as a part of
youth culture, these games turn out to draw a cross-generational user base. The contribution of teenagers in the mentioned study was only about a quarter of the total
number of users. (Yee 2006, 16-18.)
From an economic point of view, a virtual world becomes interesting whenever there
exists economic interactions between the world’s participants. It has been argued that
each virtual world4 contains an economy (Castronova 2004a, 173), since there is always
the ultimate scarce resource to allocate: the time of the users. Most of the contemporary virtual worlds have a designed internal system of economic transactions of some
sort though. These systems often bear resemblance to the real-world economies: there
are virtual property and services that can be consumed, there is something resembling
production, so that the participants use their time inputs to create outputs, and there
are markets for the outputs. In addition, many virtual worlds have an internal currency that can be used as a mean of exchange. They also sometimes have non-desired
3

Blizzard Entertainment press release: World of Warcraft reaches new milestone: 10 million
subscribers, January 22, 2008. http://www.blizzard.co.uk/press/080122.shtml (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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phenomena like inflation (e.g. Castronova 2001, 33) or hyperinflation (Simpson 1999)
that are, on the surface at least, similar to real-world macroeconomic phenomena. All
these observations have lead to naming the designed economies of virtual worlds “virtual economies” (e.g. Castronova 2001, Burke 2002, Bartle 2003, Nash & Schneyer
2004).
In this thesis, the economic systems formed by the economic interactions among the
users – whether or not the intent of the designer – are of particular interest. The requirements for the existence of a system that could be called a virtual economy are a
subject for later chapters.
Whenever acquiring certain virtual property requires time investments, and two users’
opportunity costs of producing the property differ, there may exist incentives to trade
the virtual property for real money. Such trading is commonly called real-money trading of virtual property, and the deals are mostly struck in dedicated Internet marketplaces or auction sites. According to data from one firm facilitating real-money trade
in the virtual world it operates, users are willing to pay sums reaching USD 2000 for a
certain piece of virtual property (Robinson 2007, 14). According to information available in public press, a game character, requiring up to 600 hours of playing to obtain,
has changed hands for EUR 70005. A virtual space station has reportedly been sold for
USD 100,0006. An estimate on the worldwide amount of real money spent on virtual
items, formed by aggregating governmental and other statistics, reaches USD 2.1 Bn in
20067. The statistics on the phenomenon are, however, very non-transparent.
Initially, real-money trade was not the intention of the virtual world operators. Instead, it emerged as a spontaneous by-product between the users. Later on, some virtual worlds have actually been designed so that there are possibilities for producing
virtual property for the purpose of being traded for real money (e.g. Ondrejka 2004).
All in all, there is something peculiar in the internal economies of virtual worlds. On
one hand, they exist inside services that are designed for entertainment. On the other
hand, they have a connection to the real-world economy, whether designed or spontaneous. As the real-money trading market establishes a connection between virtual
property inside an Internet service and the real-world economy outside the service,

5

A character in World of Warcraft. BBC News: The high cost of playing Warcraft, September
25, 2007. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7007026.stm (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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In Project Entropia. BBC News: Gamer buys virtual space station, October 25, 2005
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/4374610.stm (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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Lehtiniemi, Tuukka: How big is the RMT market anyway, March 3, 2007. http://www.virtualeconomy.org/blog/how_big_is_the_rmt_market_anyw (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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any phenomenon that affects the value of virtual property inside the service also potentially affects the real-world wealth of the users of the service.
1.2 MOTIVATIONS FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The virtual property and the spaces in which they can be found are digital, and exist
completely inside Internet services. When assessing economic value, this should be
irrelevant: willingness to pay and sacrifice time should be seen as the ultimate arbiter
of this significance (Castronova 2002, 15). Despite the fact that many of the popular
virtual worlds are called games and despite the connotations of trivial or negative effects on ‘real’ life the label game has (Yee 2006, 38), there should be no doubt about the
actual, real value that some virtual objects inside these games carry. Based on the discussion above, there would seem to be grounds for using methods of economics in investigating the platforms where such property is exchanged.
Three motivations for economic analysis of virtual economies can be identified. These
approaches are obviously intertwined, and not intended mutually exclusive.
First, a working and sufficiently stable economy is likely critical to a satisfactory user
experience, and is hence linked to the size of the user base and the profits collected by
the operator. This calls for economic analysis of the systems as such from a development perspective. The architecture-level rules of virtual economies are determined by
the operators, differ from economy to economy, and can be modified at will. Poor design of e.g. the transaction system of a virtual world with respect to individual user
incentives can lead to severe problems in the economic environment (e.g. Simpson
1999), potentially diminishing the satisfaction derived by the users.
Second, the behavior of the economic agents in these platforms may turn out to be a
fruitful source of information on economic behavior. Efficiency-wise, the virtual world
economies have some obvious advantages in terms of economic and social experimentation. Such experiments, from the point of view of testing how legal rules concerning
tax policy, tort, or property regimes affect economic success, have been proposed (e.g.
Bradley & Froomkin 2004, 139-140). Basic economic laboratory experiments have been
conducted in one virtual world (Chesney et al. 2007). Cost-effective experimentation is
an area where the study of users’ economic behavior in virtual economies can contribute to mainstream economics.
Third, the virtual economies, as platforms of economic interaction, can be a subject of
economic analysis as such. The users, operating through accounts and characters, are
human beings. From a social science point of view, the interactions the users take part
-4-

in can be studied as any other form of social interaction could. On both micro- and
macroeconomic levels, some studies on the economics of virtual economies have been
conducted (see Chapter 4 of this thesis).
1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM
The characteristics of virtual worlds and the economic phenomena inside them make
direct comparisons between a real-world economy, e.g. some national economy, and
the economy of some virtual world tempting (of such comparisons, see Castronova
2001; also Section 4.4 of this thesis). These economic systems have many things in
common, but likely also differ in important respects.
The economic agents are, however, the same human beings in both real-world and virtual economies. Therefore, the user behavior should reflect the same basic principles
as the behavior of agents in a real-world economy. On the aggregate level their behavior sums up to an economic system. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the aggregate qualities of such an economic system.
Observing the state of an economy, and the temporal changes in that state, is dependent on suitable macroeconomic indicators. The same applies to macroeconomic models, such as models of economic growth. The existence of such indicators is a prerequisite on which much of empirical macroeconomics is built on. Indicators of the state of
a virtual economy, on an aggregate level, are generally not available. The fact is, very
little published work on such indicators is available.
The research question I seek to answer can be summarized as follows: Can meaningful
macroeconomic indicators be formed and computed for a virtual economy?
This question, naturally, raises other questions that have to be discussed to be able to
answer the main question. These are questions regarding the nature of these virtual
economies: what they actually are, in what kind of online services can they emerge, in
what sense are basic economic activities present in them, and how do economic concepts transfer to them?
The indicators that are chosen in this study are inflation and aggregate production.
These two are very basic measures, and should be computable for any economy, as
long as there are prices to be compared and production to be measured. The questions
to answer are what are they indicators of in this context, and how the measuring
should and can be done?

-5-

After identifying proper methods of computing the indicators, computing is performed for a case virtual economy. In this study, an online game called EVE Online is
used as the case. The reasons for selecting EVE Online as the case are twofold: First, it
has an exceptionally large virtual economy in terms of the number of users potentially
interacting with each other. The version of EVE Online directed to the western market
had 200,000 subscribers as of November 20078, all of whom take part in the same economy. The second, a more practical, reason is that a sample of the data describing economic activities in EVE Online was made available to me via a research cooperation
contract between Helsinki Institute for Information Technology and CCP Games, the
operator firm of EVE Online9.
1.4 SCOPE AND TERMINOLOGY
The economic systems of virtual worlds could also be studied from completely other
viewpoints. For example, they can be seen as one part of the system of revenue collecting for the operating firm, and their functioning and connections to the real-world
economy can then be optimized with respect to the operating firm’s profits. Or they
can be studied as platforms of economic behavior, on which the plausibility of assumptions regarding economic behavior could be tested. Or they could be viewed as
platforms of competition between groups of users, the organizational efficiency of
which could be investigated. These avenues of research are not pursued here.
The terminology used throughout this thesis deserves short discussion also, especially
the terms consisting of the word “virtual”. Their use is a matter of adopting the terminology that is used in the field.
In particular, I do not intend to make a statement that a “virtual world” represents a
new world or an alternative physical reality. I treat virtual worlds as specific platforms
of social and economic interaction. Similarly, I do not intend to claim that “virtual
property” differs, in an economic sense, from any other kind of property that an economic agent can place subjective value in. The main assumption underlying the research question above is the assumed plausibility of regarding virtual economies as
separate systems, the economics inside which can be studied on the macroeconomic
level. This viewpoint makes sense from at least the development and the social science
viewpoints discussed in Section 1.2.
8

CCP Games: 200,000. November 17, 2007. http://myeve.eveonline.com/mb/news.asp?nid=1649 (retrieved February 28, 2008)

9

Helsinki Institute for Information Technology press release: HIIT starts new research project
in collaboration with CCP, December 12, 2007. http://virtualeconomy.org/blog/hiit_starts_new_research_proje (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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The plausibility of the above use of terminology is the underlying theme of Chapters 2
through 4.
1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
In Chapter 2, I define the terms used throughout the thesis. The defined terms include
virtual world, virtual property, and virtual economy. In addition to presenting the
terminology, the chapter also sheds light into the phenomena related to the subject at
hand.
The linkage between real-world economies and virtual economies is presented in
Chapter 3. The chapter focuses on the real-money trading phenomenon, in which the
users of online services purchase virtual property from the operator of the service or
from other users. The chapter also includes an overview of estimates on the yearly
gross real-money trading volume.
In Chapter 4, I present the existing relevant economics-related research on virtual
economies. The chapter also presents forms of production of virtual goods. As the
phenomenon itself is very new, most of the studies on the subject are working papers
that have not undergone a peer-review process.
Chapters 5 and 6 include the main contribution of this thesis. In Chapter 5, I develop
an accounting scheme, based on the UN System of National Accounts, that can be
used for measuring the aggregate production of services and virtual goods by the users of a virtual economy. The chapter also presents initial analysis on monthly aggregate production in EVE Online.
In Chapter 6, I present a inflation measures and choose a chained price index, which is
then used for inflation computations. The main purpose of the index is to measure
cost-of-living, though it is also used as a deflator. This is done to facilitate temporal
comparisons of monthly aggregate production and the growth rates of production.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I summarizes the work, present the main conclusions, and
briefly discuss topics for further research.

-7-

2 VIRTUAL WORLDS, VIRTUAL PROPERTY, AND
VIRTUAL ECONOMIES
The focus of this thesis is on the economic phenomena that occur in online environments. The aggregate activities of the users of some services in the Internet can be
called virtual economies or, sometimes, virtual markets. These economic systems often
take place in services called virtual worlds, though, given some design preconditions,
they also may emerge in other kinds of services, such as instant messaging services. In
this chapter, I lay out the said conditions and define the concepts that are used
throughout the thesis.
2.1 VIRTUAL WORLDS
2.1.1 Definition
Virtual worlds exist in a niche of what is commonly called cyberspace: the metaphorical space consisting of the network of online services in which e.g. web pages, instant
messaging accounts and messages and other immaterial entities can be thought to exist. The “space” in cyberspace refers to the spatial nature, the certain spatial-like rivalrousness, of these online resources (Fairfield 2005, 1052). There are also online services
that take the analogy of a space even further. These services are commonly called virtual worlds10.
There are a few slightly different ways to define a virtual world. One definition simply
describes them as networked, computer-simulated environments in which individual
users are represented by avatars11. The virtual worlds are typically represented using
analogies from the real world, such as a three-dimensional topography, virtual objects,

10

Sometimes also “virtual environments”.

11

A distinct entity representing the user. E.g. a three-dimensional graphical human character or
two-dimensional icon.
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physical laws and the possibility of social interaction between the users. (Chesney et
al. 2007, 2.)
A more classification-oriented definition (Bartle 2003, 1) describes virtual worlds as
non-real spaces, implemented by a computer or a network of computers, meeting the
following conditions (ibid., 3-4): First, there is a set of underlying, automated rules that
dictate what its participants are able to do in it. These rules correspond to the physical
rules of the real world. Second, there is a distinct entity that represents a user and with
which he strongly identifies. This entity is called the user’s character or avatar. Interactions between the users, and between a user and the world, take place via the characters. Third, the interaction with and in the world takes place in real time. The user’s
actions in the world receive (sufficiently) immediate response. Fourth, the world is
shared, which means that there are multiple users in it, and that the users may interact
with each other in the world. Fifth and finally, the world is persistent. When a user
goes away the world does not, and events in the world, driven by other users, occur
irrespective of any single user’s presence. A persistent world exists independent of
any single user.
A third definition (Castronova 2001, 6) is basically otherwise comparable to the former
ones, but includes the requirement of a graphical representation of the world. This
definition is restricting, since social and economic phenomena can exist regardless of
the representation. Most of the examples in this thesis do fulfill the graphical representation criterion though.
In practice, the distinction between what is and what is not a virtual world is not always clear-cut. It is fairly easy to think up examples of cases that are hard to classify.
For the purposes of this thesis, however, the definition is clear enough. A web-based
chat room is not a virtual world due to lacking physics; a tabletop role-playing game is
not a virtual world due to lacking automation of rules, and an online strategy game is
not a virtual world due to lacking characters. (Bartle 2003, 4.)
Similar to the whole cyberspace, which consists of different spaces with different natures (Lessig 1999, 82), different virtual worlds also have different natures. The natures
are set by the architectures of the worlds, and the architectures are formed by the underlying computer code. In a virtual world, code creates the architecture that corresponds to the physical rules of the real world. In addition to the physical rules, code
also represents other rules in a virtual world. Code, to a large extent, dictates what the
participants of a virtual world are able to do there.
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2.1.2 Instances
The first virtual worlds that emerged were textual multiplayer games (MUDs12), the
first of which was run in the late 1970s in a computer network of Essex University
(Bartle 2003, 4-7). In MUDs, the world, characters, and events are represented textually, and the users take part in the world by reading descriptions and typing in commands to control their character. What the users actually do depends on the particular
MUD; some of them being more gameplay-oriented while others focus on social activities. Be the focus of the MUD on socializing or not, the social part, or the sharing of the
same virtual space with many other users and the possibility of interaction, is an important part of all of them.
The most popular virtual worlds today can simplistically be described as a crossover
of MUDs and graphically impressive computer or video games. Many of them are represented in 3D graphics. The users control a character much like in any computer
game: by using a combination of keyboard and mouse commands. Unlike offline
computer games, the virtual worlds are often very large, in order to accommodate potentially thousands of simultaneous users. Like in MUDs, human beings control a
large part (if not all) of the characters present in the world. The characters may interact
with each other e.g. by graphical gestures and written or spoken language.
Today’s virtual worlds can be roughly classified as either multi-user online social
worlds13 or multi-user online role-playing games14. These two classes differ in their
objective setting. The social worlds do not usually have set objectives as such. The users participate in social worlds mainly to do similar things that people do in their
spare time in real life: they socialize, have social relations with other users, chat, and
organize and participate in events. The users may gain reputation, wealth and fame
inside these worlds, but they are not objectives as such.
An online role-playing game has a set of rules according to which the players strive for
set objectives. Being large and complicated games, the objectives can usually not be
simply stated, and the games can often not be “won”, but the general objective is clear:
the players try to complete quests, develop their character and gain wealth and reputation in the game. Activities in the game revolve around character advancement,
which means gaining advantage e.g. in terms of the game mechanics, combat, production, or other abilities, social status, character appearance, equipment quality, and
12

Multi-user dungeon/domain. On the term, see (Bartle 2003, 5).

13

Sometimes also called multi-user online environments.

14

Often the term “multi-user” is preceded by “massively”, and the whole term is abbreviated
MMORPG. I try to avoid this acronym and other gaming jargon as far as possible.
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knowledge of the game world (Yee 2006, 6). The events the players take part in gradually increase in complexity and involvement of the achieved knowledge, skills, and
equipment. The games’ virtual worlds are often, at least to some extent, violent in nature, and the challenges of the game are presented to the players by a hostile environment. The hostility may come from the part of other players, the game, or both.
Whichever is the case, social interactions are typically an integral part of the game, as
advancement requires increasing cooperation with the other users (ibid.).
2.1.3 Participation in virtual worlds
Virtual worlds are run on a cluster of computers, which in the industry are called
servers, that the users of the world access. The users connect to the server through the
Internet using client software15. The client software keeps the server up to date of the
user’s actions, and downloads information of other users’ actions from the server. Effectively, the server is the entity that automates the rules of the virtual world, allows
potentially tens of thousands of users access the same the same world and interact
with each other, and makes the world persistent in time. Due to e.g. computational
reasons many, though not all, virtual world operators actually operate many separate
servers, in which parallel versions of the same world are run. Therefore, not all of the
above-quoted ten million users of World of Warcraft can interact with each other.
The first thing for the user to do is to create a character that will represent him in the
world. If the virtual world in question is a social world, the user usually decides upon
the name, gender and appearance of the character. In the case of a more game-like virtual world, the choices the user makes in the character creation process are more farreaching, affecting e.g. the character’s production capacities. The user may, for example, be able to determine the background or profession of his character, and give the
character some personal properties adhering to a budget constraint. Some choices are
often more important than others. Independent of the virtual world, the character’s
properties will certainly affect how other users react towards the character (anecdotal
evidence in e.g. Castronova 2001, 29-30).

15

A more detailed description of the process of accessing a virtual world can be found in e.g.
(Castronova 2004a, 29-34).
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2.2 VIRTUAL PROPERTY
2.2.1 Definition
A virtual property is a rivalrous, persistent, and interconnected online resource16
(Fairfield 2005, 1053). Whoever possesses rivalrous property may exclude others from
using it; persistent property once created does dot need to be created again; and interconnected property or resource can be experienced and interacted with by others than
its owner or controller.
Real-world property has all these three characteristics. To use Fairfield’s example:
if I hold a pen, no one else does: the pen is rivalrous. If I put it down on the table and
leave, the pen still exists: the pen is persistent. With my permission, someone else may
use the pen or experience it: therefore, the pen is interconnected. (Fairfield 2005, 1054.)
All online resources do not necessarily have the three characteristics, but some do:
namely, URLs17, several kinds of accounts, and chat rooms (ibid., 1056-1057). From the
viewpoint of this thesis, more important types of virtual property exist inside virtual
worlds. Like other kinds of accounts, virtual world accounts are virtual property by
the above definition. The users’ characters are virtual property also, as are all the virtual goods the characters possess. Different virtual worlds and online services have
different kinds of virtual goods, but in general, the goods may include clothing, decorative items, tools, virtual real estate, weaponry, means of locomotion and so on. Users
use decorative items for personalization purposes only. Other items often have, in one
way or another, also practical value.
Fairfield argues that the three characteristics of virtual property are important from a
legal point of view: they have an effect on whether the property in question should be
treated as intellectual or physical property (ibid., 1050-1052). The nature of virtual
property, for example, whether it can be considered property at all, has been a subject
of legal discussion (e.g. ibid., Lastowka & Hunter 2004, Grimmelmann 2004, Meehan
2006). As an example of related legal issues, a Chinese court ordered restitution of sto-

16

Fairfield actually uses the word “code” instead of “online resource”. Though online resources
are code, the form presented here gives a clearer picture of the essence of virtual property

17

Universal Resource Locator, e.g. the web address http://www.virtual-economy.org/
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len virtual property back to a user18, and the Dutch police arrested a teen for alleged
“virtual burglary” of items worth EUR 400019.
The said characteristics are important from an economic point of view also. For example, when a virtual good or asset is rivalrous, there is an incentive to own it and not
only free-ride someone else’s property. Rivalry also makes scarcity a meaningful concept. When the good or asset is persistent, it is potentially worth more than a nonpersistent one, as it can bring utility in the future also. There are fewer incentives in
investing e.g. large amounts of time in an asset that disappears as soon as the owner
turns of the computer or logs out of a service. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, many
agents value virtual property enough to invest real-world money in it.
2.2.2 Virtual currency
In many online services, there is a dedicated form of virtual property that is used, or
meant by the operator to be used, as money. Such property fulfills the role of money
inside the service: it is used as a mean of exchange, and as a consequence, value is
measured using this currency. Usually, money in these services does not have value as
a commodity. The users store it in some kind of a “wallet” or account, and use it only
for payment purposes.
In some systems, there is a visual representation of money, often as some kinds of
coins. Yet in others, the payment system correspond to the ideal monetary system envisioned by Knut Wicksell in the end of the 19th century (Burda & Wyplosz 1997, 192):
money does not exist as a physical item, but only as a number in a record. All monetary transactions between agents take place by crediting one agent’s record and debiting the other’s record.
There are two kinds of exceptions in which virtual money has also had commodity
value. First, there are services in which users can own and exchange virtual property,
but there is no exchangeable virtual currency. In services like this, the users resort to
commodity money: they use some virtual items as a mean of exchange. As an example
of such service, until quite recently, there was no exchangeable virtual currency inside
Habbo Hotel. Users listed prices of different virtual items at dedicated unofficial websites using certain virtual items as basis, and bartered the items according to the listed
18

CNN: Online gamer in China wins virtual theft suit, December 23, 2003.
http://www.cnn.com/2003/TECH/fun.games/12/19/china.gamer.reut/ (retrieved February 28,
2008)
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The Register: Dutch teen swipes furniture from virtual hotel, November 14, 2007.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/11/14/habbo_hotel_heist/ (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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prices (Lehdonvirta 2005a, 62). Second, there are examples of instances in which the
virtual currency system has broken down due to e.g. massive amount of counterfeit
currency and resulting hyperinflation (see Simpson 1999, Ch. 520; also Bartle 2003, 307;
Burke 2002, 8). In these cases, commodity money has naturally been resorted to.
2.3 VIRTUAL ECONOMY
2.3.1 Economy-like system by design
Most of the contemporary popular virtual worlds actually have a designed economic
system of some sort. These systems are intended to be simulations or mimicry of realworld economies: the users control virtual property of some sort, there is often something called markets, and usually there is some sort of virtual currency that is intended
to be used as a mean of exchange. Users also often engage in some kind of production
(see Section 4.2) of virtual items or services.
The users participate in a virtual world voluntarily, and pay a monthly membership
fee to be able to participate, so they have to feel they get something for their money.
The exit option of the users makes the operating firm concentrate on the user satisfaction. According to a game designer (Simpson 1999, Ch. 2), the overriding design criterion in all game design is fun. The main role of the game economy is, according to this
view, to enable the users to enjoy themselves. The users reportedly find the economic
activities intriguing and adding to the immersion and the world-likeness experience of
the virtual world (Burke 2002, 2-3). A game economy has to fulfill five roles or objectives (Simpson 1999, Ch. 3): First, the economy rations power by limiting access to
goods. Second, it supports specialization by allowing trade. Third, it encourages interaction via cooperation and trade. Fourth, it provides goals, as any other goal is generally easier to reach by acquiring more wealth. Fifth, it supports economic role-playing.
Many of these five roles are obviously intertwined, so that fulfilling one is essential in
fulfilling the other.
The term “virtual economy” has been used rather intuitively in literature to mean the
internal economic system of a virtual world (e.g. Castronova 2002, 3-4; Bartle 2003,
265; Burke 2002; Nash & Schneyer 2004). However, design of economy-like activities
and giving them the label “economy” is not sufficient to justify calling these transaction systems economies – at least in the sense that the term is used in the context of
economics. Economies of virtual worlds, whatever they may turn out to be, are bound

20

The paper is available only on a web page (i.e. without page numbers), so chapter numbers
are referred to instead of page numbers.
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to differ from the economies in the real world. As an analogy, calling the outcome of a
computer program that automates the rules of a virtual world the world’s “physics”
does not justify saying there are physics inside the virtual world. Though the rules
work towards the same end as physical rules in the real world, they are not physics
the sense there are physics in the real world.
2.3.2 A definition of an economy
In the real world, the term “economy” means the system that determines what is produced, who produces it, and who consumes the products, all choices taking place subject to scarcity. The products need not be physical, as services are also produced and
consumed. Economies are often thought to exist inside certain geographic boundaries:
for example, it makes sense to talk about the Finnish economy as an economy of a nation. Also, the hypothetical two-agent Robinson Crusoe economy, being an isolated
system, makes intuitive sense with respect to the above definition.
A virtual economy, then, is a system that determines what, by who, and for whom is
produced. The products are virtual property or services, and the production happens
in an online service, though may not always make sense where the production actually, physically, happens, as the user physically exists somewhere while participating
in production. There are no geographic boundaries that determine the extent of a certain virtual economy. Instead, there is an architectural boundary: the scope of one virtual economy is the extent of the context in which the virtual products can be consumed.
The term “economy” becomes justifiable when the valuation of any virtual property or
service that exists inside an online service does not arise from designed economy-like
mechanics, such as markets with set prices, only. A virtual economy, as defined above,
naturally emerges in a virtual world, in which there are massively many users, in
which the users use their ultimately scarce resource, time, to gain possession of virtual
items, in which there are much more different virtual items than any one user may
earn by simple time investment, and in which there exist possibilities of exchanging
these items with other users. Despite this, a virtual world is not a necessary prerequisite for the existence of a virtual economy. The users’ investment of scarce time in production, the resulting forms of virtual property and services, and their trading is what
legitimizes calling the system an economy, regardless of the context in which these
activities take place.
The designed mechanics of an online service do not invoke economy as such. They do,
however, work as a catalyst for economic phenomena. The mechanics of the service
- 15 -

are often designed such that specialization is possible, encouraged, or compulsory. For
example, mastering skills, of both the user and the character (see Section 4.2), usually
takes a lot of time. Due to time constraints it is often impossible to be a master of every
possible skill. Arrangements like this increase trading incentives and encourage further specialization.
2.3.3 Scope
It has been argued that each virtual world contains an economy (Castronova 2004a,
173), since the time of the world’s participants is always allocated somehow. It is easy
to think up an online service in which the users could own virtual property but not
exchange it21. In the real world such a prohibition would be hard to enforce, but in a
virtual world, it would be just a matter of coding. An economy of sorts could still exist
inside the virtual world: the users could trade services for services.
Despite the possible existence of a virtual economy without exchange of virtual property, I limit the term “virtual economy” to describe a system that has the following
qualities: First, the users are able to own or control virtual property (as defined in Section 2.2). This feature is implemented in practically every multiplayer online game
world (Grimmelmann 2004, 148), and the same likely applies to online social worlds
also. Second, the users are able to exchange virtual property. This enables trade on a
larger scale. The possibility to exchange only services for services makes trading
highly inefficient, and such systems are rare in practice. Third, the users are able to
employ inputs to create outputs, either goods or services. Some of the inputs are realworld inputs: particularly, the users’ time and human capital inputs. Other inputs exist virtually: virtual goods that can be used as virtual capital, and the characters’ skills
that to some extent resemble the human capital of the real-word production (inputs of
production are discussed in more detail in Section 4.2).
Which details of economic organization and agent behavior differ between virtual
economies and real-world economies is a subject of later chapters. However, there is a
fundamental difference that is mentioned here. Participating in a virtual economy
cannot fulfill biological needs that a user necessarily has. On the other hand, there are
usually no needs corresponding to biological ones in a virtual economy. This implies
two things: first, a user does not have an exit option in the real-world economy, and
second, a user always has an exit option in a virtual economy. These two observations
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The gifts in Facebook are one example. The users can purchase a gift from the operating
firm and then give it to another user, but the gifts cannot be exchanged beyond this.
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place a limit on the severity of consequences, risks, and the extent of participation in
virtual economy.
2.4 VIRTUAL MARKETS
In some online services the users may own and exchange virtual property, but there is
no production in the sense that users are not able to employ their time and other inputs to create outputs. It is therefore worthwhile to explicitly demarcate a virtual market from a virtual economy.
A textbook definition of a market reads: “A market is a set of arrangements by which
buyers and sellers exchange goods and services” (Begg et al. 2003, 26). A virtual market, following the convention of the virtual that has been used so far, is a market in
which the exchanged goods and services are virtual, and in which the transactions
(though not necessarily the contracts leading to transactions, see Chapter 3) of the
goods and services take place in an online service. The conditions for a virtual market
to exist are similar to the conditions for a virtual economy, but the possibility to use
inputs to produce outputs is not required. The boundaries of a virtual market are like
those of a virtual economy: they are set by the architectural limits inside which the virtual goods and services can be consumed.
Examples of virtual markets include services in which the operator sells the users virtual currency, and the users can use that currency to purchase virtual items that they
can use to decorate and personalize their account. In such services users are usually
also able to exchange the virtual goods and currency with other users e.g. by giving
gifts. Production of new goods is often not possible. However, services, such as designing ways of decoration, can in principle be sold – therefore drawing the line between a virtual economy and an online service with a virtual market can be difficult.
2.5 SPILLOVER EFFECTS
There is one significant difference between the geographical boundaries of a realworld economy and the architectural boundaries of a virtual economy. Shoes have the
same function in two countries, as do apples. Many goods and services can be consumed outside the geographical boundaries of an economy the good was produced in.
This feature of the goods and services makes foreign trade possible. The architectural
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boundary of a virtual economy, however, is impassable. By definition, virtual property
cannot be carried over that boundary to another economy22.
Despite this limitation, a virtual economy does not exist in a vacuum. The participants
of a virtual economy also take part in one real-world economy or another. When they
“go” to take part in a virtual economy, they do not actually leave the real world. They
always exist in both (cf. Lessig 1999, 21).
The users can make deals to trade virtual property or services in a virtual economy, so
that the actual deal is made outside the virtual economy. The users can also make
deals to trade real-world property or services for virtual property or services. The latter transactions are commonly called real-money trading of virtual property, or RMT.
Economic transactions like RMT blur the border of the real and the virtual. Participation in a virtual economy also affects the real-world economy directly: even though
the users do not actually leave the real world, their time investments in a virtual economy are away from their time investments into the real-world economy. These spillover-type effects of virtual economies are analyzed in more detail in Chapter 3.

22

Plans exist to create common tools and platforms for virtual worlds, so that the underlying
architectures would allow passing the boundary from a world to another. See The Economist:
Online gaming!s Netscape moment?, June 7, 2007.
http://www.economist.com/displaystory.cfm?story_id=9249157 (retrieved February 28,
2008))
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3 REAL-MONEY TRADE OF VIRTUAL PROPERTY
The observation that users invest time in virtual worlds to acquire virtual property
does not mean that the property itself has value. A lot of leisure time is spent consuming e.g. entertainment goods, in which the process of consuming brings the utility, and
there is no outcome as such. Virtual worlds are to a large extent part of the entertainment industry23. Could it not be that the utility users derive from the time they spend
in virtual worlds comes solely from the process, not the outcome?
The process certainly can bring utility to the users, but on the whole, it turns out that
this utility is not all. Users of the early textual virtual worlds started trading virtual
property for real money as early as in 198724. As the user base of virtual worlds began
to grow, the markets became substantial in the late 1990s (Castronova 2006, 3), and
virtual property of graphical virtual worlds started appearing for sale in EBay on a
larger scale. The virtual property that is being sold today is usually characters, virtual
currency, or virtual goods. The existence of this market, called real-money trade
(RMT) market, shows that the outcome of time investments into virtual worlds also
has economic value that can be measured.
RMT was not originally the intent of the operators. They had meant the games to have
a credible internal economy, but to be like Monopoly in the sense that no real money
would change hands (Lehdonvirta 2005c, 1). Looking at the incentives of the users, it is
not a surprise that RMT exists. In short, it is a direct consequence of the scarcity of the
users’ time. The users seek to allocate their time to gain most utility. A lower limit to
the utility that the users gain by their time investment is determined by the opportu23

Though it seems that third-party businesses use them increasingly for e.g. marketing, branding (e.g. Book 2004), online collaboration, and educational purposes. See Information Week:
Second Life opens for business, February 24, 2007.
http://www.informationweek.com/industries/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=197008342 (retrieved
February 28, 2008)
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nity cost of their time. If a user places value on virtual items, working in the real world
and using a part of the wage to buy virtual items can, at least in principle, produce the
utility maximum. A user with sufficiently low opportunity cost of time can achieve the
utility maximum by producing items in a virtual world and selling them for realworld money (see Section 3.4).
3.1 INCENTIVES FOR REAL-MONEY TRADE
One way to further explain the willingness to pay for game world items is to consider
the new forms of entertainment they may unlock. For example, the traded virtual currency and characters allow the users to either buy other virtual items in the world or
take part in activities they otherwise could not participate. Assuming the users want
entertainment, dollar-denominated25 demand for the key exists, and the demand curve
is downward sloping as usual. If the item is scarce, also a supply curve for it exists.
Assumption of scarcity is valid due to the structure of game worlds. The item might be
found from random places only rarely; or acquiring it could require completing timeconsuming tasks, possibly by cooperation of several users; or producing it could require time-consuming development of several skills or gathering of rare raw materials.
In short, acquiring the item requires scarce resources that can be denominated in dollars, and the item has a dollar-denominated marginal cost and an upward sloping
supply curve. If there exists a positive price that equates supply and demand with
positive quantity, market equilibrium exists. (Castronova 2006, 2-3.)
All traded virtual items, however, do not have entertainment-unlocking value inside
the game worlds, and items of social worlds are also traded. These items may be important e.g. as status symbols: their owner has supposedly done something difficult to
obtain the item, been around long enough to have it, or the item is simply so rare that
they are extremely difficult to get. The items may also be used for personalization
purposes: users wish to make their character, character’s clothing, room, house, or
some other customizable feature stand out from other users’ corresponding features.
Real-money trading incentives are likely a complex phenomenon, further examining
of whom is beyond the scope of this study.
3.2 RMT MARKET CLASSIFICATION
Two separate RMT markets of virtual property can be identified. The primary RMT
market for virtual property is the market in which the operator of the service, e.g. a virtual world, sells virtual property to the users for real money. The secondary RMT mar25
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ket for virtual property is the market in which the users sell virtual property to each
other for real money. This terminology is standard in the field26.
Initially the main part of the secondary market sales happened via EBay auctions, but
dedicated marketplaces that trade exclusively virtual property emerged quickly. EBay
recently prohibited auctions of “virtual artifacts” due to “legal complexities” surrounding the ownership of virtual property27. This has moved the markets exclusively
to dedicated Internet marketplaces.
In the following, some examples of the different kinds of RMT policies in online services are given.
Online game worlds, no primary markets, no sanctioned secondary markets
In typical game virtual worlds there are no primary RMT markets. The operators’
business model is based on subscription fees, and there are no sanctioned secondary
RMT markets either. The property inside the virtual world is supposed to be traded
with virtual currency or barter only. Towards this end, the operators have included
prohibitions of RMT of virtual property in the end-user license agreements (EULAs)
that the users have to accept when using the operators’ services. The operators usually
state that the users’ characters and other virtual property are intellectual property that
belongs to the operator. Reasons for the prohibition range from legal precautions to
preventing unwanted side effects such as customer support overload to feelings that
RMT disturbs the balance of the game (e.g. Bartle 2004).
The prohibitions are ineffective largely because they are hard to enforce, and secondary markets are vibrant. Some operators explicitly allow the secondary market RMT
on some servers and run an Internet marketplace dedicated for this purpose (see
Robinson 2007). The intent of such policy is likely to direct the RMT-prone users to the
RMT servers, thus trying to keep other servers clear of RMT.
Online game and social worlds with primary markets, no sanctioned secondary markets
In many services, such as casual online games, social worlds, and community sites, the
business model of the operators is to some extent based on selling virtual property to
the users. The details of this model vary, but the services themselves are typically free
to use. The operators often employ a micropayment model in these services: they sell
26
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virtual currency to the users, who then use this currency for purchases inside the service. The virtual items are often personalization and decoration items, though in some
games, particularly in Asia, also game items are sold. Rare and hard-to-get items are
often sold on the secondary market. Secondary market RMT is usually prohibited in
the EULA.
Examples of services in this category include Habbo Hotel, in which the users are
given a free room in an online social space which they can decorate with items the operator sells, used mainly by early teens; and Kartrider, a Korean casual online racing
game in which the users buy e.g. personalization items.
Online social worlds with primary and sanctioned secondary markets
In some online social worlds, the operator has explicitly allowed trading both from
dollars to virtual currency and from virtual currency to dollars. Examples of such social worlds include Entropia Universe and Second Life. The operator of Entropia Universe sells and purchases virtual currency on a fixed exchange rate. The operator of
the more popular Second Life claims to allow the exchange rate to float freely. In practice, however, the demand for the Second Life virtual currency seems to exceed the
supply on the going rate, allowing the operator to collect seigniorage by supplying the
excess. Effectively, the operator prints money to maintain a pegged exchange rate28.
In Second Life, the operator sells pieces of virtual land to users and provides the tools,
mainly a scripting language, using which the users create e.g. virtual buildings on
land they own, clothing, apparel and other virtual items. The users, then, create the
content in the world. In addition to the land sales, the operator sells virtual currency
that can be used to purchase virtual items and services from other users. Users may
also list their own buy and sell orders in the virtual currency exchange, so that it is in
principle possible to create virtual items, sell them to other users, and cash out for realworld profits. Second Life has received a lot of media attention, but also critique due
to e.g. the currency intervention they exercise (Beller 2007).
3.3 THE SIZE OF THE RMT MARKET
In this section, some of the available estimates are presented to give an overview of the
popularity of real-money trading of virtual property. Quite a few very different estimates of the volume of RMT have been made. Part of the reason for the differing esti28
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mates is the rapid growth of the user base of virtual worlds, and at the same time, the
number of potential real-money traders. New service types have also sprung up. As
RMT happens mostly on black markets (non-sanctioned secondary markets) or the
volumes are hidden in companies’ revenues (primary markets), measuring the RMT
market volume directly is practically impossible. Most of the estimates are not transparent, so that it is hard to deduct exactly what is included in the estimate, and how
the estimate has been formed.
In 2001, the total value of successfully completed secondary market auctions of virtual
items and virtual currency of one then-popular game, called EverQuest, on one Internet auction site29, was estimated to reach USD 5 million (Castronova 2001, 31). At that
time, EverQuest was one of the most popular virtual worlds with around 400,000 users (ibid., 9). The estimate consists of measured daily trade volume from the listings of
the Internet auction site aggregated to yearly volume. Constant trade volume per day
was assumed. While the may have flaws, the number gives at least an idea of the phenomenon at the time.
A less transparent estimate including virtual items and currency sales in EBay and the
Korean ItemBay (i.e. secondary markets) in 2004 put the total RMT volume at USD 100
million30. Later at the same year, an industry insider put the worldwide RMT sales
volume in 2004 to USD 887 million (Castronova 2006, 37). It is impossible to say what
this figure includes and how it has been reached.
Until recently, there have been no state agencies or such that publish statistics on
RMT. Such numbers for Asian markets exist for the year 2006. The government-run
Korean Game Development and Promotion Institute estimates the RMT market volume in Korea to reach USD 830 million. Unfortunately they do not publish their statistics in English, so translation by secondary sources has to be relied on31. For this reason, the scope of the estimate, apart from including real-money transactions of virtual
property in Korea, is not very clear. According to the Chinese government statistics32
the total volume of virtual item trade in China reached about USD 900 million in the
same year. Of this volume, the trading of online game -related items added up to
29

Supposedly EBay, though the article does not mention the name of the site.
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New Scientist: Sales in virtual goods to $ 100 million, 29. October 2004.
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn6601 (retrieved February 28, 2008)

31

Huhh, Jun-Sok: Some facts on Korean RMT transaction, January 30, 2007.
http://gamestudy.org/eblog/?p=57 (retrieved February 28, 2008)

32

Via China Economic Times. reported in English in JLM Pacific Epoch: China records 7B
Yuan in virtual item trading, January 18, 2007.
http://www.pacificepoch.com/newsstories?id=87239_0_5_0_M (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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about USD 500 million. This is basically all the information that is available in English
on the matter.
One thing that is immediately obvious is the large volume of the RMT market in the
Asian countries. This is at least partly explained by the differences in revenue creating
models between the Asian and the US/European operators. In Asia, many online services and virtual worlds do not charge monthly fees, but rely on virtual item sales as
their source of revenue. In the western market most of the operators charge monthly
fees instead.
One final note on the total RMT figures is in place. All the reported numbers are estimates of the gross merchandise volume. They do not measure the users’ willingness to
pay for the virtual items directly. A study on sanctioned secondary market RMT
(Robinson 2007, 11) shows evidence that the active buyers of virtual property are often
not active sellers, so that the gross merchandise volume might be a good indicator on
the net money spent on the items.
3.4 GOLD FARMING
As a general rule, the buyers of secondary market virtual property are users whose
opportunity cost of time is sufficiently high. It pays off for them to spend money in
virtual items, instead of spending time in producing them. There are two types of virtual property sellers that can be identified: First, there are non-professional sellers that
were likely meant by Burke (2002, 32): “[W]ere [they] truly rational economic actors in the
neoclassical sense, many of them could probably find more impressive conventional rates of return on labor time invested. What a number of [them] I spoke to said was that in the end, this
was a fun way to earn money if not always a sensible one.” Instead of being non-rational
economic actors, though, these users gain utility from the process of creating virtual
items that, together with the earnings they get from selling the items, exceeds their
opportunity cost.
Second, there are more professional sellers, whose opportunity cost of time is low
compared to what they can earn by producing and selling virtual items. There are two
ways to achieve this: either they are very efficient in producing virtual items, or their
real-world wages are very low. The former type tries to find loopholes that can be
used for producing counterfeit money, or automatizes the producing using pieces of
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computer code33. The latter type of seller is more prevalent in the contemporary RMT
markets. They are commonly called gold farmers.
Gold farmers work in low-income countries, e.g. China, to produce virtual property
for high-income users. The products are predominantly virtual currency of different
kinds of services. The production process is typically organized so that the employers
of the gold farmers, or gold farming “factories”, sell their products first to highvolume virtual property brokers34, who then use specialized online marketplaces to
sell the products to end-users in the western, Japanese and South Korean markets (Jin
2006). The transactions are completed in the virtual world: the broker arranges a meeting between the original farmer and the buyer, who then exchange the virtual property (ibid.). Also so-called “powerleveling” services are sold: the buyer hands out the
account details to the seller, who then promises to develop the buyer’s virtual character for a fee.
The largest factories in which the virtual property is produced have hundreds of employees. While it is probably impossible to count the number of these factories, as the
secondary markets are mostly black markets and the factories operate covertly, the
industry has developed to such level that the Chinese government is trying to develop
ways of taxing and regulating it. (Jin 2006)

33

Castronova, Edward: How a gold farm works, January 19, 2006.
http://terranova.blogs.com/terra_nova/2006/01/how_a_gold_farm.html (retrieved February
28, 2008)
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Dibbel, Julian: The life of a Chinese gold farmer, The New York Times, June 17, 2008.
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/17/magazine/17lootfarmers-t.html (retrieved February 28,
2008)
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4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON VIRTUAL ECONOMIES
In 2001, a working paper (Castronova 2001) that sparked the interest in the economies
of virtual worlds was published. In the paper, the author reports first-hand observations of economic phenomena in the virtual world of an online game called EverQuest.
Published economics-related research of virtual worlds and virtual economies has
been to the present day rather limited. Different working papers exist (such as the
above-mentioned Castronova 2001; Castronova 2002, Huhh 2006), at least one master’s
thesis has been written (Starodoumov 2005), and conference presentations have been
given (e.g. Simpson 1999, Lehdonvirta 2005b).
To my knowledge, the only economics-related peer-reviewed article on the subject has
been published in Kyklos (Castronova 2004b). The paper reported a hedonic pricing
model of virtual world characters sold in EBay. While interesting as such, for example
showing significant price differences depending on the gender of a character (ibid.,
190-192) – a feature that does not affect a character’s performance – the results are not
immediately relevant to the present study.
Many of the papers generally on the subject have concentrated on the real-money trading markets, the incentives to participate on such trading, and it’s possible effects. In
this chapter I briefly summarize the literature on the analysis of the virtual economies
themselves. The application of economics on virtual economies could be half-seriously
called virtual economics.
The virtual economies usually have unique features, and the studies have concentrated on a single economy only. I concentrate on the research done on the economic
systems somewhat similar to the case economy investigated in the following chapters,
and aim to discuss findings relevant to the present study.
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4.1 ECONOMIC AGENTS IN A VIRTUAL ECONOMY
The economic agents of a virtual economy can be divided into two classes. In all virtual economies, there are characters that are operated by the users, and are the users’
representations in the economy. In some cases, other types of characters do not exist,
and the users are the only agents in the economy. Often, however, there are also other
types of characters that work according to slightly different rules. These other characters are operated by computer code, and are referred to as NPCs (“non-player characters”) in gaming literature.
Some of the code-operated characters take part in the economic transactions that take
place in the world (see Simpson 1999, Ch. 535). Typical examples of such characters are
ones who partake in market transaction, purchasing virtual goods from the users and
selling virtual goods to users. Some code-operated characters may act as purchasers of
services: they may ask the users to perform a task and, upon completion of the task,
give a reward.
If the transactions between the users and the transaction between the users and NPCs
take place in the same marketplace, it may be impossible to know whether a trader is
an NPC or a user. There is a fundamental difference between the user characters and
the NPCs though: the latter do not usually operate according to a visible budget constraint – that is, they are not, for example, required to make profits36. Instead, they
supply and demand goods much like vendor machines, creating and erasing virtual
goods and currency upon need.
In this study, I shall call the metaphorical entity representing all code-operated characters the Environment. The existence of the Environment gives rise to what Simpson
(1999, Ch. 5) calls two overlapping economies. The two economies Simpson describes
are actually more like two sectors in one economy. The Environment shares many features with a large foreign sector, as will be shown in Chapter 5. The importance of the
Environment sector varies, in some cases being nonexistent, in others being the major
purchaser of produced goods or the major supplier of necessary goods.

35

For clarity: this chapter number refers to a chapter in (Simpson 1999).
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For a discussion of why this is the case, see (Simpson 1999, Ch. 5). Other game-like virtual
world operators have similar experiences, see e.g. Lehdonvirta, Vili: Interview with CCP: EVE
currency traders "going to lose big"?, October 2, 2006. http://virtualeconomy.org/blog/interview_with_ccp_eve_currenc (retrieved February 28, 2008)
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4.2 PRODUCTION OF VIRTUAL PROPERTY
Two methods of production of new goods can be identified from a paper discussing
the development tasks related to a virtual economy (Simpson 1999). The first method
mimics real-world production processes (ibid., Ch. 2): a user first produces raw materials, and then refines them into final goods, possibly through multiple stages of intermediate goods. The raw material production usually happens by a simulation of
some real-world raw material production process, such as mining. The different stages
of the production process can be divided among the users, so that a user that has specialized into certain intermediate task supplies intermediate products to a user specialized into the final task.
The second method differs somewhat from the production processes typical to realworld production. By this production method, the users can produce final goods directly. The process can be thought of as hunting, and there are many different implementations of it. As an example, a user locates an entity37 controlled by the game and
attacks it. If the user wins, a new good may appear according to some probabilistic
scheme, as if “dropped” by the entity. (See Simpson 1999, Ch. 2.)
Both above-mentioned methods of production by the users are, in general, functions of
five inputs (Castronova 2004a, 187):

q = f ( L,H, A,K,R)

4-1

where L represents the real-world input of the hours a user spends in the production
process; H represents the user’s efficiency in production, i.e. is a real-world human
capital input; A represents a virtual human capital input; K represents a virtual
physical capital input; and R represents the virtual resources available for the users.
The users have complete control of their own time input L . The human capital input

H of a user represents the user’s skills in producing new virtual items. The skills are a
combination of innate abilities and the time spent in learning a specific production
process, including e.g. the mechanical ability to use the input controllers.
The virtual human capital A is often represented by a skill system of some kind. Different virtual worlds have different implementations of this. As an example, to be able
to perform a production task, a character has to learn a specific skill. The improvement
of this skill may take place e.g. through simulated learning-by-doing: the characters

37

Sometimes called a mob, short for mobile object.
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become better in different tasks by completing them over and over again (Simpson
1999, Ch. 2).
A large part of the virtual property in game-like virtual worlds acts as virtual physical
capital K . The virtual physical capital aids the users in producing new goods or is a
necessary tool of production. Better equipment and tools makes the users more efficient in the first method of production, and better weaponry makes them better in the
second. The resources R , meaning e.g. the raw materials that the operator of the virtual world gives the users to harvest, are largely endogenous from the viewpoint of a
user.
In addition to the two production methods described above (Simpson 1999), there is a
third method, employed in some virtual economies, that is clearly distinct from the
two in terms of innovations. The two methods described above rely on existing production paths, designed by the operator. The users cannot make independent technical
innovations with respect to the production paths, nor can they independently invent
new goods. In some systems, the users can actually make innovations: they may use
their graphic design and coding skills to design and implement new virtual goods.
This method is primarily employed in non-game virtual worlds, e.g. Second Life (see
Section 3.2 of this study, also Ondrejka 2004, 4-5).
4.3 ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND MECHANICS
The first, and to my knowledge so far the only, published study to use internal market
data of a virtual economy for economic analysis is available as a working paper (Nash
& Schneyer 2004). In the study, the authors analyzed the markets in Final Fantasy XI:
Online (FFXI). The authors concentrated on one game server that would typically host
few thousand users. The authors seek to establish the existence of some basic economic phenomena (ibid., 3-4), such as trends, seasonality, and supply and demand
shocks. Towards this end, the authors developed a method for automatically collecting
data from the in-game marketplaces, in which the players can auction virtual goods.
Unfortunately, there are clear drawbacks in the study. The authors have data only
from a rather short time period (from six to seven weeks, depending on the subset). It
is also unclear how large the gathered datasets actually are, i.e. how much a single
outlier may affect the analysis. Instead of more rigorous analysis, the authors make
observations of e.g. supply and demand shocks and seek their causes on a qualitative
level. Despite the drawbacks, the findings of the study are useful, if not conclusive, in
establishing the existence of market mechanisms and the applicability of economic
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analysis to virtual economies. Some of the results presented by the authors are briefly
overviewed below.
Demographic shifts
During the data gathering process, the FFXI economy underwent a large-scale demographic shock. Large amount (thousands) of new users entered the economy in a
course of a few weeks (ibid., 16). The new users have use for only certain types of
goods. If the mechanics of supply and demand are in action, a positive demand shock
should raise the prices of these goods. Using price indices, the authors show that a
price index formed of necessary basic goods commonly bought by new users rose
steadily due to the new user surge, peaking at around 40 % higher than the pre-surge
levels. A price index formed of goods not necessary but available for new users rose
only 10 % at the corresponding time.
The authors also track the price of a single good type, which is used in the early stages
of playing the game, but replaced by better types as the characters advance. The price
of this good appreciates during the first two weeks of the user surge, but then depreciates back to the initial level. The depreciation can be explained by the majority of the
new users passing the stage when they use the good, and by a supply shock caused by
enterprising users responding to higher prices. (Nash & Schneyer 2004, 16-17.)
Seasonality
The authors tracked an index that measures the price of goods that are mainly produced and sold by beginners and bought by more advanced users. This index experienced a lot of volatility, which can actually be explained by seasonal variability by the
time of the day. The index depreciated during the North American late evening hours
and appreciated during the North American late morning and early afternoon.
An explanation to the observed cyclicality is found from the differences in the availability of the game in North America and Japan. The Japanese users have played the
game two years longer than the American players, and most of them have passed the
stage in the game in which the goods in question are easy to produce. The American
users gather the goods and sell them at the end of their day, flooding the market and
thus pricing low. During the Japanese evening, the low-price goods are bought and
prices tend to appreciate. (Ibid., 18-19.)
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Location arbitrage
By tracking the prices of goods in different auction houses, the authors show that price
differences between the marketplaces can exist. Their existence is to some extent tied
to demographics and the availability of resources. Whatever the reason for the price
differences, the major arbitrage opportunities tend to disappear over time. The markets do not work nearly perfectly in this sense, but it seems that there are arbitrageurs
who tend to push the prices to equilibrium levels. (Nash & Schneyer 2004, 19.)
Local transaction tax
When selling goods in one of the four available marketplaces, the seller has to pay a
hundredfold specific transaction tax compared to the other three. The authors demonstrate that when selling fairly inexpensive goods, the sellers pass a major part of the
tax on to the buyers. The tax incidence tells something about the underlying slopes of
supply and demand curves, but the general outcome is more important: as in the realworld markets, the tax incidence is governed by the supply and demand curves, and
the tax levied on the seller is not, in general, eventually completely paid by the seller.
(Nash & Schneyer 2004, 20.)
4.4 GNP PER CAPITA
Available transparent macroeconomic indicators for a virtual economy have been
computed in the working paper mentioned in the beginning of this chapter (Castronova 2001). The virtual economy was that of an online game called EverQuest. Due to
unavailability of internal data, the author gathered data from the secondary realmoney trade market at Internet auction sites. In addition to this, he conducted a survey among the users of EverQuest. Combining the auction and survey data, the author
performed regression and other analyses to form an estimate of GNP per capita.
Each character in EverQuest has a number called “level” associated to it. The level is
an indication of a character’s advancement: generally, a character is more efficient and
powerful the higher a level it has. Castronova used the secondary market prices38 of
EverQuest characters to form a price for one character level ( pl ) by regressing observed price against level. Based on the answers to the survey, he then determined
how many hours ( hl ) a user uses, on the average, in gaining a level by regressing the
gained levels on the amount of time used. Finally, knowing the average number of

38

651 Internet, presumably eBay, auctions. Most accounts (that give the possibility to use the
character(s) connected to that account) were sold for USD 500 – 1000.
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concurrent users in EverQuest ( N c ), the author proceeded to compute the total dollar
value created in a year ( VT ) inside EverQuest:

VT = N c

pl ha
= USD 135 Million
hl

4-2

where ha equals the number of hours in a year. Dividing with the average concurrent
users, the annual created dollar value, or what the author calls GNP39 per capita of
EverQuest, is USD 2,26640. (Castronova 2001, 41-42.)
Castronova continues by comparing these figures to the per capita GNPs of real-world
economies and finds the per capita GNP of EverQuest about equal to Russia. The
author then argues that the virtual world of EverQuest is “the 77th richest country in
the world”.
There are four primary problems associated with the per capita GNP measure presented above. In the very short, they are: the problem arising from comparisons to national economies; the problem arising from the definition of production boundary; the
problem arising from inability to reliably measure economic activity; and the problem
arising from the definition of per capita. Almost all of the problems are associated to
calling the measure GNP per capita, as this term is loaded with assumptions on what is
actually being measured. These four problems are presented below.
GNP or GDP of a national economy is used, among other purposes, for comparing the
level of economic activity between countries. Making the above comparison takes it
for given that comparing the GNP of EverQuest and the GNP of some national economy is a valid comparison. It can be argued that the comparison is valid, in the same
sense as it is valid to compare the GNP of a real-world economy to the profits of a
large firm: to give context. But calling the large company “the 77th richest country in
the world” would be a comparison of apples and oranges. There is a similar problem
with the comparison of the EverQuest economy and a real-world national economy.
Though, via the RMT market, the value created inside a virtual economy can be transferred to purchases of real-world physical goods and services, it is misleading to compare these two kinds of economies as if they were on the same line.

39

For clarity, I use the term GNP in this discussion also.

40

Accounting for nonlinearity in the first of the above regressions, and using an alternative
measure of time spent on gaining a level, the GNP figures are USD 1,820 and USD 1,350,
respectively.
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In addition to being problematic to compare due to the nature of the things they
measure, the GNP of a real-world national economy and of a virtual economy differ in
the principles of measurement. That is, there is a difference between the production
boundaries in the definition of production in real-world GNP, and the implicit definition of production in the GNP of EverQuest. For the EverQuest GNP, Castronova uses
a kind of a shadow pricing method when he computes the total dollar value of production in the EverQuest economy. In practice, the author values characters not marketed in the RMT markets using the observed prices of marketed characters. This leads
to all activities that increase the RMT market value of a character to be taken into account, while any production that does not increase the value is not included. In a realworld national economy, GNP should, by definition, measure all value additions that
take place in the economy, but does not take many non-marketed activities into account. Unpaid household work is the famous example.
In addition to making comparisons between countries, GNP or GDP is employed for
observing temporal changes in the aggregate production inside one country. The GNP
of EverQuest cannot be reliably employed for comparisons between instants of time.
This has to do with the fact that the measurement is done using a unit of currency external to the virtual economy. The operating firms of game virtual worlds often explicitly prohibit real-money trading of virtual property (see Section 3.2). The operators
usually remove the users caught doing RMT from the game, either temporarily or
permanently. An operator of a virtual world, of EverQuest in the present example,
may change the policy regarding real-money traders, making selling virtual property
riskier. When selling becomes riskier, ceteris paribus, the supply curve shifts upward,
and RMT prices of virtual property increase. Thus, the GNP of EverQuest measured in
this way can increase without any change in the amount of virtual property produced
in the economy. The virtual world of EverQuest can suddenly jump from being the
“77th richest country in the world” to, say, being “the 70th richest country in the
world”. The production in the world would probably remain rather constant, given
that only a small portion of all products was initially exchanged in the RMT market.
In the above discussion, it was implicitly assumed that the principles of measurement
of EverQuest GNP per capita are correct. It turns out that there are also some problems
with these principles. It is not clear what number should be used as the denominator
when calculating the per capita GNP of EverQuest (Equation 4-2). Castronova used the
average number of concurrent users. This is the number of users that, on the average,
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participate in production 24 hours a day, seven days a week41. Equation 4-2 above
shows that the average number of concurrent users, when used in this manner, cancels
out. This amounts to computing the GNP per capita for a real-world economy by observing the average hourly wage of population and multiplying this by the total hours
available in a year.
A more intuitive alternative for concurrent users might be the total number of users:
the GNP per capita of a real world economy takes into account all residents of a country, regardless of whether they work or not. In EverQuest, this would lead to a radically smaller GNP per capita. As an additional interpretation problem, the reports on
the virtual world GNP numbers in the media tend to, perhaps intuitively, first present
the GNP per capita values, computed using the number of concurrent users, and next
discuss the total number of users42, implicitly greatly inflating the total dollar value.
4.5 OTHER MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
Inflation
To measure inflation, Castronova formed an index of the price level by tracking the
prices of 29 goods that represented different kinds of typically traded items. He then
took the price data of the items from a web site where users report in-game market
prices, and formed an informal price index by equally weighting the prices of the selected goods. The overall index fell 29 percent in one year, showing significant deflation. Comparing indices of different good categories shows a more or less severe deflation of about 17 – 30 percent in all of them. (Castronova 2001, 33-34.)
This inflation measure has its drawbacks. In particular, without knowledge of expenditure shares, it is impossible to say how well the index represents the inflation experienced by the users (in “cost-of-living” sense). Castronova naturally recognized the
problem, but did not have enough data to overcome it. I develop a more comprehensive measure for inflation in a virtual economy in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
Nominal wages
By regressing the self-reported virtual wealth of the survey respondents against their
self-reported time input and transforming the hourly wage into dollars using the implicit exchange rate from the secondary RMT market, Castronova ends up in an hourly
41

Mark Wallace first pointed out this problem. The article was on a web site that has since become unavailable.
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E.g. BBC News: Virtual kingdom richer than Bulgaria, March 29, 2002.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/1899420.stm (retrieved March 16, 2002).
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wage of USD 3.42. This figure leads to a monthly wage of over USD 1000, assuming
long hours spent in EverQuest. It seems possible that the claims of living and working
in the EverQuest virtual world, made by some survey respondents, are true43. Comparing this to the self-reported average wage of the survey respondents, a lower limit
to the utility of an hour participating in the virtual world of EverQuest is USD 14.15.
(Castronova 2001, 35.)
4.6 UTILITY DERIVED FROM VIRTUAL PROPERTY
There are, basically, two types of virtual property. One type is inherently scarce due to
e.g. how the property is represented. As an example, in a graphically represented virtual world, only so many buildings can be located next to each other. The name a user
can give to a character is another example, if the name is supposed to be used for
unique identification.
The other type of virtual property is artificially scarce due to the restrictions placed by
the system the property exists in. Any scarcity that is due to limited availability of
some good is caused by decision of the operator. On the margin, virtual goods are free
for the operator to produce. Any good could be duplicated free of charge as they exist,
physically, as database entries. The intent of the operator is to make the service as appealing as possible, and thus they seek to impose an optimal amount of scarcity on the
users. The optimal amount of scarcity, as observed in the existing virtual worlds, is
nonzero.
It has been argued (see Castronova 2001, 16-17) that scarcity is exactly what makes virtual worlds fun for the participants. According to the argument, the user utility that is
generally assumed to rise with each removal of constraints, and the user well-being
that directly affects the popularity of the virtual world, are distinct. The users seem to
prefer world with constraints to a world without constraints. The well-being stems
from the constraints, as being constrained means possibilities of achievement (ibid.). In
a later article (Castronova 2002, 16) the author compares online game worlds to puzzles. The utility from puzzles initially increases as challenges are increased – or, to put
it differently, constraints on achievement are imposed. Too small a challenge level is
not desirable, but too difficult challenges are not desirable either. The optimum challenge can be found in between. The author concludes that there are two kinds of con-
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This is especially true as the computed average hourly wage is likely a conservative estimate
of the hourly wage of an Everquest user who specifically wishes to maximize the hourly dollar
income.
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straints: normal ones whose release increases utility, and gaming ones whose release
may eventually decrease utility. (Castronova 2002, 16-21.)
Instead of comparing games to puzzles, implicitly limiting the context of analysis to
online games only, and making distinctions between utility and well-being, the virtual
property present in virtual worlds can be viewed as consisting largely of positional
goods. The utility positional goods carry to an individual is not a function of the individual’s own consumption of the good only, but depends also on consumption of
similar goods by others. In other words, the utility derived from positional goods has
social aspects instead of only individual aspects. The utility carried by the good is subject to congestion or crowding through more extensive use (on positional goods, see
Hirsch 1976, 27).
There are no biological needs or necessities in virtual worlds or other online economic
systems. Therefore, there are likely very few virtual items whose consumption would
have only individual aspects. Instead, the consumption likely has predominantly social aspects. It does not actually matter very much how effective, in absolute terms,
virtual equipment a user has, or how big his virtual manor is (cf. Castronova 2001, 17).
These things are important only in relative sense, compared to other users’ respective
items. (cf. Hirsch 1976, e.g. 2-3, 20-21.)
Therefore, the release of scarcity, easily accomplished by the operator, can diminish
the utility derived from the consumption of the good. This explains the abovementioned qualitative observation of the users’ desire for scarcity.
When defined as a rise in the per capita real income or real output, economic growth
in a real-world economy is usually considered a desirable thing. According to the
above discussion, this is not necessarily true in a virtual economy. Qualitative observations seem to support this view. The users of early MUDs (see Section 2.1.2) noticed a
peculiar phenomenon they named “mudflation”44. The phenomenon is a combination
of inflation due to virtual money accumulating into the system and the accumulation
of virtual goods, applicable as production capital, in the system (Castronova 2005,
195). Due to the increased virtual production capital per user, the users become more
efficient in gaining more virtual property (cf. Equation 4-1), making the phenomenon
stronger. The users experience growth in real terms, but the rate of growth may have
been masked by severe inflation at the same time. In the worst case, almost everybody
may end up having almost everything (Castronova 2005, 198) and the artificial scarcity
intended by the operator breaks down.
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As observed via the so-called “mudflation” phenomenon, excessive real economic
growth in a virtual economy can lead to an undesirable outcome. Economic growth
does not necessarily mean that the users are better off. As a very simple model, the users can be assumed to thrive for better virtual goods, and compare themselves to other
users when determining what is better. The key to personal well-being, then, is to stay
ahead of the others (cf. Hirsch 1976, 7). On the aggregate, all users cannot have better
items. The aggregate well-being, or the amount of aggregate fun the users have, is
therefore not determined by the amount of virtual items they have.
4.7 SUMMARY
In the present chapter, I overviewed the literature on virtual economies relevant to the
present study. The main observation is that the literature is rather scarce. Many publications so far have concentrated on the real-money trading markets instead of analyzing the virtual economies themselves.
Nash and Schneyer (2004, 9) considered the users in a virtual economy as acting like
capitalists, trying to buy goods at the cheapest available price, trying to sell goods for
the greatest profits, making tradeoffs between good values, and using market price
information to exploit any inefficiencies for profit. The observations they made on on
the market behavior of the users points towards the hypotheses underlying their
analysis as being valid. Due to the rather short period of data analyzed in the article,
and the qualitative level of analysis, the evidence is not conclusive.
The macroeconomic indicators previously computed in the literature (Castronova
2001) have relied on secondary sources of information. The data used in the calculations has been acquired from e.g. the real-money trading markets and surveys. In the
following two chapters, I aim to develop macroeconomic indicators that are calculated
using production and transaction data internal to a virtual economy. The work previously done on the indicators is, then, not directly applicable for the purposes of this
study.
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5 AGGREGATE PRODUCTION IN A VIRTUAL
ECONOMY
In a real-world national economy, there is a need for a system that measures the level
of production, economic growth, and changes in consumption, investment and saving
patterns. The measurement system for these macroeconomic variables is called The
System of National Accounts (SNA), which is a guideline published by the United Nations Statistics Division (United Nations 2001). The aim of SNA is to establish internationally consistent macroeconomic accounts, allowing e.g. meaningful comparisons
between different countries.
In this chapter I develop a rudimentary accounting system for measuring the value of
goods and services produced by the users during a period of time within the boundaries of a virtual economy. The aggregate production measure is intended for measuring the aggregate economic activity in the economy. Whether the measure may or may
not have any other implications, with respect to e.g. aggregate well-being, was briefly
discussed in Section 4.6. Further inspection of the implications of the aggregate production measure is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In a real-world economy, a number serving, among other things, the purpose of measuring economic activity is called the gross domestic product, or GDP. GDP is defined
as the value of all goods and services produced in a period of time, minus the goods
and services consumed in the production process during this period (United Nations
2003, 5).
A measure of production that fulfills this particular role of GDP should, then, include
the values of all services and virtual goods (i.e. virtual items) produced in the economy, minus the value of all services and virtual goods consumed in the production
process. Developing such a measure serves as a test of how the macroeconomic concepts of national accounting can be transferred to a virtual economy. The results give a
quantifiable measure of the economic activity of the participants of the economy, al- 38 -

lowing for comparisons such as between two points in time. Understanding the differences and similarities of virtual and real-world economies in the national accounting
context also enhances the understanding of the economic system of a virtual world as
a whole.
5.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE EVE ECONOMY
EVE Online (often abbreviated EVE), run by CCP Games based in Iceland, is an online
game set in a science fiction background. It has about 200,000 paying users as of November 200745. The game is complex, and takes a long time (months to years of active
playing) to master. It is targeted at a mature audience, the average player age being 27
years46.
There is only a single instant of the virtual world of EVE on the western market.
Therefore, all of the 200,000 users mentioned above are competing agents in the same
economy. This makes the EVE economy uniquely large: though there are games with
more that tenfold the number of users, the user base is usually distributed among several instances of the world, so that a few thousand users can potentially interact with
each other in any one instance.
The operating firm’s revenue model in EVE is based on subscriptions. The users pay a
subscription fee of around 15 " per month to have access to the game. The operator
does not directly sell virtual property, but an unsanctioned secondary market for them
exists47.
In general, production of new virtual goods in EVE happens by the first two means of
production outlined in Section 4.2. These production types are discussed in the following sections. As the background story of EVE is set in a distant future, the forms of virtual property include futuristic spaceships, high-tech equipment, exotic minerals and
metals, and virtual currency. The virtual goods can be roughly divided into three categories. First, some goods can be used as such, i.e. are final goods. Most of these goods
are some sorts of means of production also. Second, some items are intermediate
goods or raw materials that other items consist of. Part, though not all, of the first
category items can be produced from the second category goods, or can be disassem-
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See supra note 8.
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Lehdonvirta, Vili: Interview with CCP: EVE currency traders "going to lose big"?, October 2,
2006. http://virtual-economy.org/blog/interview_with_ccp_eve_currenc (retrieved February
28, 2008)
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On dedicated Internet marketplaces, such as http://www.sparter.com/. The operator firm also
facilitates certain kind of RMT transaction between the users, see supra note 46.
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bled into the second category goods. Third, some products have no practical use value
for the users. Instead, they can be sold to buyers operated by the game code.
A large part of trading in EVE happens using a built-in market feature. The market is
actually an exchange, where the users list buy and sell offers. The prices of goods are
listed using the internal currency of EVE, called ISK. In practice, a user may view only
a subset of the total market at a time, as the market is divided into regional submarkets. Transaction costs between the regional markets are significant, in terms of required traveling time, so that the formation of separate price regions is possible. Items
placed for sale are placed on escrow, and the buyers have complete information on
what they are purchasing. In addition to market transactions, the users can also barter
and make contracts. The contract types include English auctions, loans, and courier
contracts.
5.2 AGGREGATE PRODUCTION IN A VIRTUAL ECONOMY
5.2.1 Measuring aggregate production
There are two fundamental observations that can be used as tools of constructing ways
to quantify the aggregate economic activities of the agents in an economy. The first
observation is that each individual’s expenditure necessary corresponds to some other
individual’s income (Burda & Wyplosz 1997, 27). The flow diagrams, versions of
which are presents in many economics textbooks (e.g. ibid., 29; Arnold 1998, 103; Begg
et al 2003, 280), are based on this observation. The flow diagrams show how expenditures flow to firms and incomes flow to households, with the government and foreign
sectors intervening in the flow. The other observation is that, for an economy in the
whole, the total supply of goods and services must equal the total uses of these goods
and services (United Nations 2003, 5).
These two observations give rise to the three different definitions of GDP. First, there
is the production approach to GDP, according to which GDP is the sum of value
added in the economy. This is essentially the same as the definition of GDP given
above. Second, there is the expenditure approach, which can be derived using the latter observation above. GDP is the sum of final domestic consumption, gross capital
formation, and net exports. Net exports have to be added, as exporting goods and
services is an alternative way to consume domestic production. Third, there is the income approach, which can be derived using the former observation above. GDP is
equal to the sum of factor incomes paid in the economy. (United Nations 2003, 5; cf.
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Burda & Wyplosz, 21.)48 All these three approaches are considered when forming a
measure of the value of the total production of goods and services in a virtual economy.
In a real-world economy, a relevant borderline can be drawn between goods and services produced domestically49, and goods produced in the foreign sector. The former
are included in GDP, whereas the latter are not. This explains the “domestic” part in
GDP. In the present application, it turns out, a relevant borderline exist between the
production done by the users, and the goods created by the service in which the virtual economy takes place. I will, from now on, call the measure of the aggregate production of the user-controlled characters in the economy the Gross User Product, or
GUP, of the virtual economy. Reasoning and justification for the term are to follow in
the sections below.
5.2.2 Producers and consumers in a simplified flow diagram
In a virtual economy, there are often two methods of producing new items, as discussed in Section 4.2. Such is the case also in the EVE economy. Aiming to construct a
circular flow model that can be used as an aid in forming a GUP estimate, only manufacturing activities shall be considered first. Manufacturing is a process simulating
real-world production of goods: the users gather raw materials, refine them into intermediate products, possibly combine intermediate products with other intermediate
products, and finally combine the intermediate products into final products. A single
agent50 can manufacture simpler goods alone. When the manufacturing process is
more complex, a single agent can perform only a small subtask of the whole process.
As agents can specialize in different subtasks of the process, it is often more efficient to
divide the subtasks of manufacturing between different agents in any case. The value
added of all subtasks is reflected, by assumption, in the price of a final good.
In this simplified situation, if manufacturing was the only method of production in
EVE, and the users were the only agents in the economy, the production activities
could be summed up by the standard circular flow (cf. Begg et al 2003, 275) presented
in Figure 1.

48

The situation is more complex than the simple relations presented here, as product and production taxes, net of subsidies, drive a wedge between the prices that a producer and a consumer observes.

49

Exactly how “domestically” is defined, i.e. in the sense of GDP or GNP, is not relevant in this
context.

50

For clarity: the term agent being used here in the meaning of a participant in the economy
(i.e. a user in this case).
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Instead of the standard sector division, the activities of the agents in the economy are
separated into two roles. An agent can act either as a producer or a consumer. A producer is not necessarily associated to any firm that pays wages to its employees,
though there are also firm-like entities (called corporations) in EVE. Each agent in the
economy has a dual role, so that each one of them may act, and usually does act, at
some point of time as a producer, and in another point of time as a consumer. An
agent may produce items to be sold on the market, but also produces items for own
use. In national accounting, this is called own-account production (United Nations
2003, 24). Own-account production is valued at market prices, or in the case market
prices are not available, using production costs (United Nations 2001). In the EVE
economy, the share of own-account production is potentially large, so that a large
share of total income in the chart is paid in kind by the producer role to the consumer
role. In this sense, the agents may be thought of as entrepreneurs who produce items
for the market, but for their own consumption also.

Figure 1 Simplified flows of expenditure and income in a virtual economy. At this stage, the
economy is assumed to consist only of users, who may act as either producers or consumers.
C, I and S refer to consumption, investment, and saving expenditures.

In Figure 1, the upper arc of the flow diagram represents total expenditure, and the
lower arc represents total income. The producers produce the final goods and services
according to the total expenditure consisting of consumption and investments. Savings

S are, as usual, interpreted as difference between income and consumption. Investments I are, as usual, interpreted as creation of new production capacity, including
changes in stocks of goods. Final consumption C refers to expenditure analogous to
final consumption expenditure in SNA (United Nations 2003, 25). The SNA definition
of consumption refers to the households, the analogous role here being the consumers.
Most importantly, consumption refers to durable and non-durable final goods used
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for purposes other than producing. As will be shown below, it is conceptually hard to
differentiate consumption and investment in many cases.
The value of all final goods and services flows back to the consumers as factor incomes. The GUP in this economy would equal the value of C + I in some period of
time. Since there are no flows out of the system, GUP can be measured either as aggregate (factor) income or as aggregate expenditure. The third way to compute the
GUP is to consider it as the sum of value added in different stages of production.
5.2.3 Introducing the Environment
The flow in Figure 1 is, naturally, an overt simplification. The users are not the only
agents that participate in the flows of expenditure and income. There is also a sector
that represents the operator of the virtual world in which the economy takes place. I
shall refer to this sector as the Environment. The Environment is a metaphorical entity
that collectively represents all entities that are not operated by the users. In practice,
the Environment includes e.g. sellers of raw materials and intermediate goods that are
operated by code. The Environment does not operate according to any visible budget
constraint; instead, it may create goods free of cost upon need.
When users produce something by gathering raw materials, refining them into intermediate products, and finally producing a virtual final good, the value of the final
good represent, by assumption, all value additions through the production process.
The value of the final good also represents all received incomes of the participants of
the production process. This was the case in Figure 1.
If an intermediate good is purchased from the Environment, its value is stills reflected
in the value of the final good, but there is no corresponding income received by any
user. The value of Environment-supplied intermediate goods should not be included
in GUP. The Environment sector, then, affects the simplified manufacturing flows presented in Figure 1. The flows of expenditure and income, including the discussed role
of the Environment, are presented in Figure 2.
The purchases of intermediate and investment goods from the Environment leak out
of circulation, just like in the case of imported intermediate goods in a real-world national economy. Treatment of such purchases should be similar also: subtract the value
of all intermediate goods purchased from the Environment. The most closely fitting
analogue for the Environment in SNA would be the foreign sector. In national accounting, intermediate goods bought from the foreign sector are similarly subtracted
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from the total expenditure, as they are not associated with corresponding factor incomes inside the national economy.

Figure 2 Flows of expenditure and income with part of investments flowing out of circulation.
The outflow Em represents investment goods purchased from the Environment, a metaphorical
entity representing the activities of code-operated entities.

The above discussion gives justification to the term “Gross User Product” that was introduced in Section 5.2.1. In a virtual economy, the relevant borderline exists between
the production by the users and the creation of goods by the Environment, as opposed
to the borderline between domestic and foreign production in a national economy.
5.2.4 An alternative form of production
The analysis in the previous sections focused on the manufacturing process only.
There is also an alternative form of production, already introduced in Section 4.2, that
might be conceptually compared to hunting. In EVE Online, pirates controlled by the
game code facilitate this form of production. According to the background fiction, pirates are hostile entities that the users can locate and destroy. These pirates often leave
new final goods, previously not in circulation, behind. This process should be considered production, as it is fundamentally similar to the manufacturing process: the users
employ time inputs to create new virtual goods. For a part of the items, only one of the
two means of production is possible. For the rest, the two means are alternatives from
which users select according to their specializations. Both forms share similar properties in that they can be formally represented by Equation 4-1.
Introduction of the new mean of production does not require adding sectors or flows
to the flow diagram presented in Figure 2. However, it makes differentiating between
consumption and investment difficult. The outwardly same use of a good that can be
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categorized as consumption can also be categorized as production. For example, when
users purchase ammunition, they may use their purchases for consumption, that is, for
attacking another player. Alternatively, they may attack pirates, in which case they are
making investments. There is no way to differentiate between the two uses beforehand, so a breakdown of final expenditures to investment goods and consumption
goods shall not be attempted in this analysis. Upon measuring GUP, this breakdown is
actually not necessary either, due to measuring principles introduced in Section 5.4.
5.2.5 Further roles of the environment
To complete the circular flow of the EVE economy, additional roles performed by the
environment sector have to be included in the flow. The role as a supplier of some intermediate and investment goods, best described as analogous to import of these
goods, was already discussed. The additional roles are: purchaser of services; purchaser and seller of final and intermediate goods; and collector of tax-like payments.
These roles are discussed in more detail below.
The environment as a purchaser of services
One of the main roles of the environment, in an economic sense, is to purchase several
kinds of services from the users. There are, for example, so-called agents that give out
missions for users to complete. The missions serve as an additional entertaining feature by giving scripted assignments for the users to do. In the context of measuring
production in the economy, their payouts should be included: the users use their time
and other inputs to produce a service, which they then sell to the Environment.
In addition to the agent missions, the users are rewarded for other kinds of services
also. The pirates that were mentioned above in the context of goods production have a
bounty associated with them. The Environment, then, rewards the users for successfully destroying the pirates. This process can also be seen as production of a service
that is then sold to the Environment.
The mission and bounty payouts flow to the user economy as incomes, but the flows
do not originate inside the economy. Therefore, their effect is similar to the effect of
exports in national accounting.
The environment as a purchaser and seller of goods
Above, it was observed that the Environment sells some investment goods whose
value has to be subtracted from the GUP measure, as they are costs of production that
do not give rise to factor incomes. The Environment also sells some consumption
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goods and services, the value of which represents consumption expenditure flowing
out of the system, similarly as in the case of investment goods. The Environment also
purchases some goods. As these goods are produced inside the economy, they should
be treated similarly to goods exports, since they give rise to factor incomes but do not
show up in either consumption or investment expenditure. When computing GUP, the
total consumption expenditure should, then, be subtracted by the net value of expenditure on goods and services purchased from the environment – or, if selling to the
Environment exceeds purchases, the net value of such sales should be added to the
consumption expenditure.
A part of goods that the users produce are not usable inside the economy in any way.
Their value arises from the fact that the Environment purchases them. The foreign
trade analogy suits the situation in the case of these goods also. Moreover, some goods
are not even produced inside the economy: they are purchased from the Environment
sector, transported to other parts of the game world, and sold again to the Environment with a premium – much like goods that are transited through a country to the
next country. The added value of such transit goods should be reflected in GUP, as the
most closely analogous added value is also included in national accounting, as a part
of net exports.
The Environment as a collector of taxes
In addition to the many foreign-sector-like roles, the Environment also performs actions that bear resemblance to the actions of a public sector. Most prominently, there
are certain fees that resemble taxes: for example, each transaction using the market feature is subject to a transaction tax, payable by the party placing the sell or buy order.
There are other similar compulsory payments, though they may not always be called
taxes. For example, if a manufacturer wishes to use production lines operated by the
Environment, there is a rent to be paid; maintaining an alliance between corporations
requires paying a maintenance cost, and so on.
In the national accounting context there is, however, an important difference between
these tax-like payments and taxes collected by the public sector in a real-world economy. The Environment sector does not operate under a budget constraint, and it does
not redistribute income by means of taxes and subsidies. The tax-like payments made
to the Environment sector trickle out of the macroeconomic flow of expenditures and
incomes. A government-like sector is therefore absent from the macroeconomic flows
depicted here. Instead, the taxes and similar payments resemble imports of services
more than anything else. In one sense, the market tax does conceptually resemble a
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real-world unit tax payable by the producer on sold goods: it drives an additional
wedge between prices paid by the consumers and received by the producers.
The final flows
The above-mentioned roles of the Environment are summarized in the macroeconomic
flows in Figure 3. The new flows include the value of goods and services purchased by
the Environment ( E x and E x,s respectively); net payments, such as market taxes, that
the producers make to the Environment ( E p ); and benefits net of tax-like payments
the consumers receive from the Environment ( E b ). The existence of the last item is debatable, as any such benefits net of payments could also be included in consumption
of services purchased from the Environment. In any case, the benefits will not affect
the total GUP as it is measured in this study.

Figure 3 Complete flows of income and expenditure. The new flows introduced in this figure
are the values of goods and services purchased by the Environment (Ex and Ex,s), net tax-like
payments (Ep) and net benefits (-Eb).

The flows presented in Figure 3 will be used in forming a measure of GUP in Section
5.4. Before that, the next section presents the principles of valuation used in measuring
GUP.
5.3 VALUATION OF GOODS
The underlying principle of valuation of goods and services in SNA is the use of market or equivalent market prices, where they are available. Market prices of output are
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the economically significant51 prices agreed on by the transactors. The transaction parties, however, may have different perceptions of the market price due to net taxes on
the goods. In short, basic prices measure the amount receivable by the producer for
the purchase of a unit of output; producers’ prices are basic prices plus net taxes on
producers; and purchasers’ prices are producers’ prices plus net taxes on consumers
and transport and trade margins. (United Nations 2003, 21-22.)
Goods in the markets of the EVE virtual economy are exchanged in many ways, as
was presented in Section 5.1. The prices agreed upon by using the market feature are
the best candidate for general market prices. The prices of goods transacted using the
market feature are unambiguous, as opposed to any other method of exchanging,
where multiple goods may be bundled together. Other prices are also more likely not
to be economically significant, that is, the production and purchase decisions are
based on arrangements more complex than the prices only. The prices occurring in the
markets are the minimum and maximum prices for a good that the producer and consumer, respectively, can find.
All transactions completed using the market feature are subject to a market tax. The
market tax is a proportional tax on the value of the transaction payable by the party
that listed the buy or sell order. Therefore, the market prices inclusive of transaction
taxes have properties of both producers’ and purchasers’ prices. Moreover, the size of
the market tax may vary between the agents. For these reasons, despite the discrepancy between what the purchaser pays and the seller gets, the market prices shall be,
as the first approximation, defined as the prices observed on the market, inclusive of
taxes.
Market prices are used for products that have an observed market price, regardless of
whether or not they are sold. That is, factor incomes paid in kind or own-account production are be valued at market prices. For simplicity, I use average prices, weighted
by the transacted quantity, as market prices. Market prices are not available for some
goods. Such goods include, in EVE, any rare goods that are seldom exchanged. The
largest, most complex goods are usually not sold using the market feature at all. Some
goods are exchanged in the market, but not during each period. The SNA approach to
valuing any production for which there are no reliable market prices available is to use
production costs as the second best alternative (United Nations 2001, par. 6.85). Pro-
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Defined as prices that “have a significant influence on the amounts the producers are willing
to supply and on the amounts purchasers wish to buy” (United Nations 2001, par. 6.45). Usually covering at least half of the production costs (United Nations 2003, 21).
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duction costs are defined in SNA as the sum of intermediate consumption, compensation of employees, consumption of fixed capital, and net taxes on production.
In the valuation scheme using production costs I include only the costs of intermediate
goods using market prices. The value of partially used intermediate goods is included
using the corresponding part of the total value – this most closely corresponds to consumption of fixed capital. For simplicity, compensation to other factors of production
is not considered52.
5.4 MEASURING GUP
5.4.1 GUP on the expenditure side
Figure 3 depicted the macroeconomic flows of the EVE economy. In that figure, GUP
may be seen as the sum of expenditures, or

GUP = C + I + E x + E x,s ! E m .

5-1

This amount, however, includes also market taxes that are paid upon exchanging
goods in the market. Not only are produced goods valued at tax-inclusive prices: the
taxes actually paid are also included. To get a more consistent figure, taxes actually
paid on the products sold by producers should be excluded. Subtracting the taxes
yields

GUP = C + I + E x + E x,s ! E m ! E p .

5-2

Note that this formula does not produce GUP at basic prices, as only the paid taxes are
excluded. Final goods, whether or not exchanged on the market, are still valued using
observed market prices. A further error is introduced due to the market taxes being
collected regardless of whether the exchanged good is a new good or a good produced
earlier and re-sold on the market. The size of the market tax is, however, rather small,
of the order of one percent of the market price. As only a part of the products are exchanged on the market, the errors introduced by the decisions of tax treatment are, in
practice, rather insignificant.
5.4.2 Measurement practices
Above, it was discussed that investment and consumption expenditures are hard or
impossible to separate. Measuring the different parts of the GUP separately, using Eq.
52

An estimate of compensation to other factors of production could be formed by 1) determining goods that are similar (production-wise) to the good in question, and 2) comparing the
market prices of these goods to their material costs. This more complex valuation scheme is
not attempted here.
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5-2 above, then, turns out to be difficult. In addition to this, the available log data form

EVE Online also places limitations on the measurements. The approach to measuring
GUP that is employed in this study is based on a combination of the production approach and the expenditure and income approaches. The value of final goods produced by the users is measured by observing the production events. The produced
final goods, by assumption, also include the values of intermediate goods. Then, using
Equation 5-2 above, the remaining items are identified, the contributions of which are
measured using expenditure information.
Each event of manufacturing is recorded in the data: therefore, manufactured final
goods can be included easily. The goods produced by the alternative production
method (Section 5.2.4) are not recorded directly. A probabilistic measure, based on the
likelihood of different kinds of goods being created upon the users destroying “pirates”, is employed for those goods instead.
Measuring the value of the newly produced final goods, using the valuation principles
outlined in Section 5.3, will end up measuring, in terms of Equation 5-2, user consumption of user-produced final goods (i.e. C excluding services), user-produced
fixed investments ( I excluding changes of stocks), and net final consumption and final
investment goods sold to Environment ( E x ! E m excluding intermediate goods and
services). These items should be included in the measure of GUP, but only after two
corrections.
First, some final goods are produced from other final goods. The final goods used up
in the production process have to be subtracted from the total value of produced final
goods. Second, the value of investment goods purchased from the Environment is included in the prices of final goods. Fixed investments and intermediate goods that the
Environment sells represent flows out of the circulation, and should be subtracted
from the value of produced final goods. Intermediate goods are mostly easy to classify, but, as discussed previously, it is difficult to separate investment from consumption. In this analysis, the purchases from the Environment that were considered as being likely made to add production capacity were regarded as fixed investments. There
is a subjective element in this classification, and some error is likely introduced.
In addition to the items mentioned above, there are remaining items in Equation 5-2 to
be included in GUP. First, the value of intermediate goods sold to the Environment
has to be included: they are produced by the users, but not included in the value of
final goods. Production of intermediate goods cannot be directly measured, but sales
of intermediate goods to the Environment can. Second, the total value of services sold
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to the Environment has to be included. Third, the net value of goods that can be
bought from the Environment and sold again with a higher price must be included.
These are the transit goods discussed in Section 5.2.5. Finally, the paid market taxes
are subtracted from the sum of the above items.
Including these items nearly completes the computation of GUP as presented in Equation 5-2. There are two categories of production that are not, but should be, included.
These production types are services sold to other users and increases in stocks of intermediate goods. Both are left out due to difficulties in measuring them. These difficulties are mostly practical, though determining the values of services that users perform to each other is also partially difficult in principle.
5.4.3 Measurement results
Measuring GUP requires many different kinds of data that span several partially overlapping periods. These data overlap for the time period between the beginning of
January 2007 and the end of June 2007. It is therefore possible to measure monthly
GUP for the first half of the year 2007. The time series of monthly GUP, measured in
the internal currency of EVE (called ISK), using the current monthly prices, is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Monthly Gross User Product in the EVE economy, measured at current month's
prices, between January 2007 and June 2007.
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The numbers in Figure 4 are not meaningful as such for two reasons. First, the numbers are not in any context: it is not clear whether e.g. the about 34.7 Trillion ISK of
June 2007 is a large or a small number. Second, comparisons of the numbers are not
meaningful, since they are current prices. Without knowledge of inflation, it is impossible to compute e.g. meaningful growth values between consecutive months’ GUP.
The first problem, or the issue of setting GUP to some context, can be solved by measuring the total value of all goods existing in the economy and owned by the users.
These goods include both final and intermediate goods. The information on the contents of all user inventories is available for mid-July 2007. The valuation principles follow those presented in Section 5.3. The average market prices of June 2007 were used
in all valuations. If some market prices were not available, the good in question is not
included in the total value of goods. The total value of the users’ goods is roughly
1.74*1015 ISK, or about 1.74 Quadrillion ISK. The GUP of June 2007 is about 2 % of this
total figure. The accumulated wealth in the economy is significant, especially considering the fact that GUP represents production in gross terms.
Another way of solving the context problem is to figure out the real-money trade market value for the GUP of June 2007. Though trading the currency of EVE Online for
real money is prohibited by the EULA, it is sold by many Internet brokers and trading
platforms. As an example, the RMT prices of the virtual currency of EVE Online acquired from Sparter53 are used here. Sparter is an RMT platform provider, using which
sellers of various virtual currencies can list sell offers. Sparter collects a broker fee of
20% on successful transactions. In principle, it offers a way for individual users to sell
virtual currency to individual buyers. Many of the sellers seem, based on their activity,
rather professional though. In any case, the minimum prices at Sparter reflect the
prices an EVE currency buyer would face. Even though actually completed transactions cannot be measured, it makes sense to use the lowest available prices, as those
prices, if any, should be realized. In June 2007, the lowest purchaser price of one billion ISK, bought via Sparter, varied between USD 50.00 and USD 53.18, dropping towards the end of the month. The price a seller receives is, as discussed above, 20 %
less. Using the lowest purchaser price above, the total USD value of the GUP of the
EVE economy in June 2007 was roughly USD 1.74 Million.
EVE Online had about 172,000 active subscriptions in June 200754. The above US Dollar
value of GUP in June 2007 is equal to a little over USD 10 per user in that month. For
53

The web pages of Sparter can be found in http://www.sparter.com (retrieved February 29,
2008)
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Excluding free trial accounts. See supra note 1.
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comparison purposes only, assuming constant monthly GUP per user, this is equal to
yearly 120 USD per user. In an earlier study, the annual per capita GNP of a different
virtual economy was USD 2,226 (Castronova 2001, overviewed in Section 4.4 of this
thesis). The difference between these numbers is huge, but the measures are not very
well comparable due to different measurement principles. The differences notably include different production boundaries and different definitions of per capita. Additionally, comparing the RMT market values of production in different virtual economies
may not make much sense anyway, due to e.g. the possible high volatility of the RMT
market prices.
The composition of GUP has remained very stable during the investigated period. The
variations in the shares have been of the order of one to two percent units. Figure 5
shows the breakdown of the positive items entering GUP in period 6, or June 2007.

Figure 5 Breakdown of positive items entering GUP in June 2007 (period 6).

From Figure 5, an immediate observation is that around 70 % of the positive items in
GUP are final goods, the larger category of these being the manufactured final goods.
The most of the remaining 30% come from services sold to the Environment. The
shares of the intermediate goods sold to Environment and the transit goods are only a
few percent of the total.
Figure 6 shows the breakdown of the negative items in the same period. Positive and
negative items were described in Section 5.4.2. As GUP is measured by mixing the
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production and expenditure approaches, the Equation 5-2, representing the expenditure approach, does not describe the positive and negative items discussed here. The
value of the negative items corresponds to about 20 % of the value of the positive
items.

Figure 6 Breakdown of negative items entering GUP in June 2007 (period 6).

The largest contribution, of around 83 %, to the negative items in Figure 6 comes from
fixed investments purchased from the environment. The intermediate goods purchased from the Environment take up majority of the remaining 17 %. The share of
market taxes is small, so the error introduced by its inclusion, due to the market taxes
being collected form second-hand purchases of goods also, is insignificant.
The subjectivity regarding the inclusion of items in the fixed investment category was
discussed in Section 5.4.2 above. The effect of this subjectivity can be investigated by
assuming the value of fixed investments from Environment increases or decreases by
20 %. The GUP value of June 2007 would decrease or increase (ceteris paribus) by
slightly less than 4 %, respectively.
Analysis of deflated GUP, including GUP growth, is postponed until an inflation
measure is available. The issue of computing inflation in the EVE economy is considered in the following chapter.
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6 A MEASURE OF INFLATION AND DEFLATED
AGGREGATE PRODUCTION
There are two kinds of price movements in an economy. When one price increases
relative to others, it is a signal that directs behavior of economic agents. Relative price
movements convey market information. When the underlying level of all price movements changes, no market information is transmitted. An upward overall price
movement is called inflation and a downward movement deflation. A definition of
inflation reads: “Inflation is a process of continuously rising prices, or equivalently, of
a continuously falling value of money” (Laidler & Parkin 1975, 741), the “prices” referring to overall, or general, prices. A fundamental problem of inflation is in that it can
be confused with relative price movements (e.g. Bryan & Pike 1991).
Inflation has been a known phenomenon for apparently as long as money has been
used as a mean of exchange. During this period of history, there has been alternation
between rising and declining prices. Almost without exception, long-run price
changes are paralleled with a respective monetary change, such that a price increase
has been paralleled with an increase in the stock of money relative to an unit of real
output. (Schwartz 1973, 264).
The notion of inflation and related phenomena being common occurrences in the history of money economies immediately raises the following question: is there evidence
of inflation in virtual economies?
First, a suitable measure for inflation in a virtual economy has to be formed. In the
present study, the index of price change has two purposes. The first is to measure the
cost-of-living of the users, and the second is to remove the possible effects of inflation
from the monthly Gross User Product (GUP) measure to allow for growth considerations. For simplicity, I concentrate on the first purpose and use the cost-of-living index
for GUP deflation also.
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The main question in this chapter is not whether the chosen index is theoretically the
best possible measure of inflation or not. Instead, an index number that fulfills certain
qualitative properties is being sought. These properties are: the index number has to
be easily calculated and interpreted; it has to measure the cost-of-living55 of the users;
and it has to be able to accommodate for substitution effects in consumption due to
introduction of new goods.
6.1 MEASURING INFLATION
At the outset, the above definition of inflation is simple. However, when measuring
inflation, not-so-simple decisions have to be made: what prices are meant? What constitutes an overall price increase (Bryan & Pike 1991)? These decisions are related to
defining the purpose of the inflation measure: is it, for example, meant to convey information of the cost of living of the general public, or meant to be used as a decision
tool of macroeconomic policy makers? If all prices do not rise in equal proportion,
consumers’ perceptions of inflation depend on their consumption patterns. Elderly
people’s consumption differs from that of young people, and poor consumers’ from
that of well-to-do consumers – and the different groups’ perceptions of the accuracy of
a given inflation measure is different (e.g. Boskin et al. 1998, 21; Pollak 1998, 70-71).
The macroeconomic policy makers are most interested in something called core inflation, purged of cyclical demand pressure and supply shocks, that is, of temporary and
transitory relative price changes (Burda & Wyplosz 1997, 312; Cockerell 1999, 2).
6.1.1 Consumer price index
The consumer price index (CPI) that measures the general price increase of consumer
goods and services is often used as a general inflation measure. The underlying logic is
that as the utility arising from consumer goods and services defines the prosperity of
an economy, the prices of these products should be the basis of measuring inflation
(Bryan & Pike 1991). CPI is then used as an approximate of the cost-of-living index for
the individuals in the economy (Wynne & Sigalla 1994, 2).
A true cost-of-living index is defined as the relative increase of the cost of maintaining
a constant level of utility. Formally, the cost-of-living index is the ratio of expenditure
function (Jehle & Reny 2001, 33) values computed at a constant level of utility and two
sets of prices. As the expenditure function of an agent depends on his or her utility
function, a cost-of-living index is potentially unique to each agent.
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Cost-of-living is perhaps slightly ambiguous term here. It should be interpreted as the cost of
things that the users typically purchase.
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CPI approximates the average cost-of-living index of the individuals on the whole.
Depending on the consumption pattern of an individual, CPI might or might not be a
good approximate of the inflation the individual faces. As long as the aim is to compute a single inflation measure, this is true for any measure that is used.
The method of computing CPI differs somewhat between the countries. Generally, CPI
is based on a series of samples that are designed such that it measures the average
change in prices paid by an average consumer. To construct the CPI, goods and services are first divided into categories. Weights for each category are selected based on
the share of total expenditure spent on them, as indicated by a consumer survey. A
representative sample of goods and services for each category is selected. The category
weights and the representative goods and services constitute the bundle used CPI
computation. The prices of the goods and services in the bundle are observed at representative marketplaces. CPI is then computed using the bundle and the observed
prices. The value of the bundle is computed at the current prices and at the base period prices, and CPI is formed as the ratio of the two. The category weights are updated in intervals, as are the base period prices – so that CPI is a fixed-weight index,
whose weights are updated at intervals.
There are some recognized problems in using CPI as a general inflation measure. One
of the problems is the aforementioned problem of all price indices that are used as a
measure of inflation for consumers with varying preferences. The other problems arise
mainly due to the use of a fixed bundle of goods for relatively long periods of time. If
an index is supposed to track the cost of living, it cannot hold quantities fixed as consumers shift their expenditures (Triplett 1992, 50). The possible biases is CPI are as follows: substitution bias, which occurs if consumers substitute away from goods whose
prices rise faster; outlet substitution bias, which occurs if consumers substitute between outlets and varieties of goods; quality adjustment bias, which occurs if the quality of goods increases simultaneously with prices; and new goods bias, which occurs if
new goods, that replace the ones that are included in the CPI basket, are introduced
(Wynne & Sigalla 1994). The relative severity of each bias depends on e.g. the length of
the time period that the CPI bundle remains constant, and the pace of economic
change.
Indices similar to CPI can be constructed for specific groups also. For example, the
bundle can be based on the consumption habits of some smaller demographic group
instead of the average consumer. The same principles can also be used in forming a
producer price index, which focuses on the prices intermediate goods and services
purchased by producers.
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In a virtual economy context, using CPI as an inflation measure is possible, but there
are also more attractive measures available. The strength of CPI lies in being able to
base the measure on relatively simple samples of market prices. In a virtual economy,
as will be discussed below, there is no need to rely on samples and surveys upon determining the bundle of goods. There are measures that take more information into
account.
6.1.2 Macroeconomic deflators
A deflator of some macroeconomic aggregate, such as GDP or aggregate consumption,
is defined as the ratio of nominal and real values of the aggregate. A deflator can be
computed by considering the real value of the aggregate being the current aggregate
measured at prices of a predetermined base period. (Burda & Wyplosz 1997, 24.)
If a deflator is defined based on GDP, there is a significant difference between it and
CPI. That is, the deflator is based on goods that are produced, and CPI is based on
goods that are purchased. Another, a more technical, difference is that CPI is based on
a bundle that remains fixed. In contrast to CPI, the “bundle” of a macroeconomic deflator is variable – it consists of quantities that are actually realized each period. Therefore, the deflators are able to take changes in e.g. consumption patterns into account
quickly.
A deflator of the consumption part of an aggregate production measure, GUP in the
present case, could be used to measure cost-of-living. However, due to the difficulties
in the sector division of GUP presented in the previous chapter, deflators are not easily
measurable in practice.
6.1.3 Laspeyres, Paasche, and Fischer Ideal indices
If the base period for the prices and the reference period of the bundle coincide, CPI is
an example of a Laspeyres index. A Laspeyres index (Diewert 1987, 768) LtB at period

t is defined as
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where p are prices and q are quantities or weights56. Superscripts indicate the time
period, period zero being the base period, to which the period t prices are compared.
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The subscript B indicates a binary index, for reasons that shall be clear later on.
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The quantities, then, are evaluated at the base period, and the index is computed as if
the quantities remained constant over time. If a time series of the Laspeyres index is
computed by allowing t run through time, the index measures the temporal price
change of a constant bundle of goods.
The above-introduced deflators are examples of Paasche indices. Using the above notation, a Paasche index (ibid.) PBt at period t is defined as
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In contrast to the Laspeyres index, the quantities of the Paasche index are evaluated at
period t , and the index is computed as if the current bundle was purchased also at the
base period. If a time series of the Paasche index is computed by allowing t run
through time, the Paasche index measures the temporal price change of a variable
bundle of goods.
In the sense of measuring the cost-of-living, both Laspeyres and Paasche indices prove
inferior to a superlative index. Superlative indices (Triplett 1992, 50) are a class of index numbers that approximate the theoretical cost-of-living index by accommodating
substitution in consumer spending. The Fischer Ideal index is a superlative index. It is
defined as the geometric mean of Laspeyres and Paasche indices (e.g. Diewert 1992,
212):

FBt = LtB PBt

6-3

Based on its superiority as a measure of cost-of-living, the Fischer ideal index should
be preferred to Paasche and Laspeyres indices in this context. There are also other indices that are able to accommodate for substitution effects. These include the Törnqvist index (e.g. Triplett 1992, 50-51; Lau 1979, 73) and the Sato-Vartia index (presented in e.g. Lau 1979, 75-76).
The Sato-Vartia index is, in terms of performance in tests of quantity or price changes,
almost similar to the Fischer ideal index. In logarithmic form, it weights logarithmic
price relatives in relation to logarithmic means of initial and final period expenditure
shares. (Reinsdorf & Dorfman 1999, 45-46, 56-61.)
The Fischer index of Equation 6-3 is preferred in this study, mainly because of the simplicity of its computation and the intuitive interpretation it allows for. It fulfills the
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criteria laid out in the beginning of the present chapter. There is, however, one further
improvement, presented in the following section, to be made to the index.
6.1.4 Chained indices
The above price indices have been presented as depending only upon two sets of
prices and quantities, namely, at a base period and at a current period. Such indices
are referred to as binary indices57 (Forsyth & Fowler 1981, 224). A binary index does
not take into account the path of the price and quantity variables between the two periods. Also, if the time interval between the base period and t becomes large, incomes,
technology and availability of resources are likely to change, and binary indices become unrepresentative (ibid.).
A chained index explicitly takes into account the path of price and quantity changes
between the periods 0 and t . The chained index can be derived as an approximation
of a continuous index P ( t ) that is defined as an integral of the path of prices and
quantities from 0 to t (Forsyth & Fowler 1981, 226). Computing the integral requires
continuous price and quantity data. The approximation of the index is based on replacing the continuous price and quantity variables with finite-interval observations
and the differentials by relevant finite differences. These replacement variables are
then plugged into the original continuous definition.
In the context of the ongoing discussion, the most notable formulas of approximating
the continuous index are the Laspeyres and Paasche approximations. In the time interval from t to t ! 1 the former approximation becomes
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Both approximation formulas rely on an assumption of how the quantities change
over time. The Laspeyrex approximation is based on an assumption that the quantity

q remains the same at a forward interval from t ! 1 to t . The Paasche approximation
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Also direct indices (e.g. Triplett 1992)
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is based on an assumption that the quantities remain the same at a backward interval
from t to t ! 1 . The chained Fisher formula
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recognizes that quantities may change during the interval, and is defined as the geometric mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas of Equations 6-4 and 6-5, respectively. (Forsyth & Fowler 1981, 228.)
The continuous index P ( t ) from 0 to t is approximated by a chained index Pt P0 as
follows (ibid.):

Pt P1 P2 P3
P
=
! t
P0 P0 P1 P2 Pt !1

6-7

where the indices at individual time points are computed using one of the approximations above.
In addition to selecting an appropriate approximation formula, the link length, i.e. the
time interval from t ! 1 to t , has to be chosen carefully. Too long links may lead to
significant quantity changes inside a link, and face challenges similar to binary indices.
Practical considerations, such as data availability and the index purpose, limit the link
length at the lower end (ibid., 230).
6.2 MEASURING INFLATION IN A VIRTUAL ECONOMY
6.2.1 The bundle and the computation method
In a real-world economy, likely the most compelling reason for the widespread use of
CPI instead of chained indices is the more extensive data required by chained indices.
The survey on expenditure shares required for the CPI has to be conducted only when
the bundle is updated. When computing a chained index, the new expenditure shares
are required in each period. In a virtual economy, all transactions can, in principle, be
logged easily, as they actually happen by adding and removing database entries. In
the present study, extensive records of market transaction data from EVE are available, and market shares of the purchases of different goods are easily extracted from
this data. In practice, the transaction data consists of prices and quantities of goods
transacted on the market. Therefore, practical limitations do not make the chained indices more difficult or costly to produce.
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The chained Fischer formula of Equation 6-6 is used in inflation computations in this
study. It is easy to compute and interpret. The main problem that would arise form
using binary indices in this study is the potentially very quick pace of change in the
user expenditures, especially when new goods are introduced.
The assumptions made upon the functional form of the changes in expenditures have
to be valid for the time interval equal to the link length. Here, the link length is set to
one month. I consider one month to give enough observations of prices per period, but
also allow for sufficiently long time series. The expenditure shares observed on the
market determine the bundle used in the index, that is, the index weights. The market
bundle of transacted final goods is used as the quantities q , and averaged market
prices, weighted by the transacted quantities, as the prices p . Each unit of currency
spent on the market on final goods will, then, have a similar weight in the index.
As discussed in Section 5.2.4, it is often not possible to differentiate whether a purchase of certain good should be thought of as investment or as consumption. The users
are not only consumers of final goods – they use the very same goods also for production. Therefore, some purchases affecting the bundle in the index will actually be investments instead of consumption. Goods that are clearly intermediate goods will not
be included.
Some reservations regarding the bundle should be made. First, only the goods transacted on the market are included. Implicitly, using the marketed bundle in the cost-ofliving index is equal to assuming that an equal proportion of all transacted goods is
transacted using the market feature. If some goods are underrepresented in the market
compared to total expenditure, their weight in the bundle will be smaller than the actual expenditure weight would be, and vice versa.
Second, only goods – and not services – are included. Any services that the users purchase should also be included in a comprehensive cost-of-living index. I exclude services in this analysis due to the difficulty of measuring their expenditure shares.
Third, introduction of new goods brings about a problem concerning computing the
index. Assuming a new good is introduced in period i , there will be no prices or
quantities for it available in period i ! 1 . Such goods have been excluded from the index, introducing a new good only when prices and quantities are available for it in
two consecutive periods.
Finally, the geometric mean formula in the chained Fischer index causes some difficulties in using the cost-of-living index as a deflator (e.g. Forsyth & Fowler 1981, 229). For
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the purposes of this study, the simplicity of constructing only one cost-of-living index
and using it for deflation purposes overrides these problems associated to it.
6.2.2 Measured inflation in a virtual economy
Market transaction data is available from the beginning of September in 2005 until the
end of June 2007, when only whole months are considered. The inflation rate will
therefore be computable for the months between October 2005 and June 2007, or for 21
periods. The computed Fischer ideal index, using the marketed quantities and average
market prices of final goods, is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Monthly inflation rates in the EVE economy. The observations span the nearly twoyear period between October 2005 (period 1) and June 2007 (period 21).

With only three exceptions, the inflation rate has been negative throughout the observation period. Almost throughout the year 2006 (periods 4-15), there has been relatively small deflation, at around one percent per month – though constant monthly
deflation of one percent translates to a yearly deflation of around 11 %. Negative inflation has increased towards the end of the observation period, reaching levels lower
than –5 % through the first half of the year 2007 (i.e. periods 16 through 21 in the figure).
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The observed deflation may be explainable by events that have taken place inside the
EVE economy58. Analyzing the possible microeconomic effects underlying the observed deflation is beyond the scope of this study. One macroeconomic explanation of
inflation, the quantity theory of money (QTOM), relates inflation to money supply.
The possibility to use QTOM in explaining inflation in a virtual economy is briefly investigated in Section 7.3.2.
6.3 DEFLATED GUP
It is now possible to return to the analysis of GUP values computed in the previous
chapter. The GUP at current prices, presented in Figure 4, can be deflated using the
computed values of deflation and the principle of chained multiplications of the
chained index values presented in Equation 6-7. The deflated59 GUP is presented in
Figure 8. In that figure, the actual valued of GUP are replaced by an index comparing
the GUP values to the value in the first period. Before indexing, all values of GUP are
deflated60 to period 1 in Figure 461, that is, to January 2007. The deflating is the main
reason for indexing the GUP values: the deflated monthly numbers measured in the
virtual currency of EVE Online are not meaningful as such.
The index of GUP does not, however, take into account the increase in the number of
users in any way. As the user base of EVE Online has increased during the investigated period, some part of the GUP growth comes from the increased users and the
rest from increased production efficiency. The growth of the user base of EVE Online
has been relatively fast, from about 154,000 in January 2007 to 172,000 in June 200762.
The user base, then, has grown about 12 % in the investigated six-month period. The
user numbers refer to active subscriptions, excluding the users on free trial accounts.
The number of users on trial accounts is potentially large: for example, when the total
number of active subscriptions surpassed 200,000 in November 2007, there were an
additional 45,000 active trial accounts63. Though the users on trial accounts are, due to
58

Gu!mundsson, Eyjólfur – Halldórsson, Kjartan ".: EVE Online Quarterly Economic Newsletter, 3rd quarter, 2007. http://ccp.vo.llnwd.net/o2/pdf/QEN_2007Q3.pdf (retrieved March 10,
2008). In their study, completed simultaneously to the present analysis of inflation, the
authors explain the price decrease they observe by the increased production of certain
goods, caused by changes in the rules regarding how many users can produce the goods.
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I avoid the term “real” due to the possible confusion between real vs. virtual and real vs.
nominal.
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It would be misleading to say that GUP is presented using the prices from period 1 due to the
chained index.
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Note that the period numbering in Figure 4 and Figure 7 differ.
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See supra note 1.
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See supra note 8.
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lower virtual human capital (the term A in Equation 4-1), less efficient producers of
virtual goods and services, their contribution lessens the information value of GUP per
user as such. Assuming a constant share of total users using trial accounts, the method
of proxying the number of users by active subscription is valid. Therefore, the deflated
monthly GUP purged of the effect of increased user base is also presented as an index
in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Indices of deflated monthly Gross User Product and deflated monthly Gross User
Product per user between January 2007 (period 1, index value = 100) and June 2007 (period
6).

As can be seen, compared to the GUP values measured at current prices (Figure 4), a
somewhat steadier increase of GUP is now visible. There has been a total increase of
monthly GUP of almost 65 % during the investigated half-year period. The total increase of per user GUP during the same time period was about 47 %. The increase in
the production efficiency, measured in terms of average GUP produced per user, has
been significant.
A more suitable way to measure the contribution of growing user base, taking into account the possibility of e.g. temporal differences in the activity of the users, would be
to use the total input user time per period. The method of taking into account the
number of users employed here amounts to assuming a temporally constant input
time per user.
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Finally, monthly growth rates of GUP per user are presented in Figure 9. Two additional observations are in place here. First, the growth rate has been very high in some
periods, surpassing 20 % in period 3. Second, the growth rate has been fluctuation
very rapidly, e.g. from –6 % in period 2 to 23 % in period 3. Based on the data currently available, the growth rate seems rather unstable. A longer time series might
show steadier phases of growth.

Figure 9 Monthly growth rates of deflated Gross Used Product between February 2007 and
June 2007.

The six observations of monthly GUP, and the five observations of GUP growth, do
not allow for time-series models of GUP or its growth. A longer time series would be
needed to make such analysis meaningful. A possible method of modeling GUP and
its growth is briefly outlined in Section 7.3.1 below.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
The purpose of the present study has been to investigate macroeconomic phenomena
related to virtual economies. The rationale behind the study has been to treat virtual
economies as separate economic systems, and then analyze these systems on the macroeconomic level. Particularly, the possibility to form basic macroeconomic indictors
for a virtual economy has been investigated. In this chapter, I first present a summary
of the thesis, then conclusions on the developed macroeconomic indicators, and finally
roughly outline possible topics for further research.
7.1 SUMMARY
The concepts employed throughout the thesis were introduced in Chapter 2. The main
contribution of that chapter was to lie out requirements for the existence of a virtual
economy. An economy was identified as a system that determines what, by whom,
and for who is produced. Therefore, the requirements for the existence of a virtual
economy are the existence of scarce virtual property, the possibility to employ inputs
to create outputs, and the possibility to exchange virtual property. The boundaries of
the economy are equivalent to the architectural boundaries of the service in which the
virtual property exists. Virtual economies differ from e.g. national economies in many
respects, one of which is mentioned here: virtual goods cannot pass the boundaries of
the economy.
Real-world economies, such as the national economies of two countries, interact in a
myriad of ways. Despite the impassable boundary for virtual goods, virtual economies
do not exist in a vacuum, as the users of a virtual economy simultaneously take part in
economic activities outside the virtual economy. In Chapter 3, one way in which the
real economies and virtual economies interact was presented: that is, via the realmoney trade, or RMT, market. In the RMT markets virtual property is exchanged for
real-world money. In some online services the operator employs this trading as a
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revenue model. In other services, the users trade virtual items, such as accounts, game
items, and personalization items, with other users. The trading between the users is
often opposed by the operator, and happens in dedicated Internet marketplaces. The
RMT markets show that there are measurable monetary values that the users place to
virtual items. The existence of RMT markets, given the sometimes very significant
time inputs required for producing the virtual property, is not surprising. Nor is it
surprising that specialized users, employed by so-called “gold farming factories” that
operate in low-income countries, often carry out producing virtual property for realmoney trading. Both phenomena reflect the opportunity costs of the users in a predictable way.
The relatively scarce economics-related research relevant to this study was overviewed in Chapter 4. Three different ways of production were identified in the chapter. The first way is simulation of the production path of goods in the real world with
raw materials, intermediate products, and final goods. The second way is conceptually
similar to hunting, except that instead of producing raw materials, the hunt may result
in complex final goods also. In the third way goods are produced using graphic design
and programming skills. In this study, the first two ways are the most relevant ones,
as they are extensively employed in the case virtual economy. In addition, the chapter
presented some general observations on the macroeconomic organization typical to
certain kinds of virtual economies, and observations on microeconomic behavior of
the users in a virtual economy. For example, a positive supply shock seems to drive
the price of down, and specific taxes on sold products seem to partially transfer to the
prices.
Some work on computing macroeconomic indicators for a virtual economy also exists.
The existing “GNP” calculations, overviewed in Chapter 4, were aimed at computing a
per capita dollar-value creation in a virtual economy, based on surveys and data from
the RMT market. Several problems regarding these calculations, and particularly in
the ways the resulting indicator was used to compare a virtual economy to real-world
national economies, were identified. Inflation measures in the same study were based
on a very small sample of prices without knowledge of expenditure shares of individual goods or good categories.
The above-mentioned work in the field of macroeconomic indicators has been methodologically very different from the work that is the contribution of this thesis. In
Chapter 5 the principles of the System of National Accounts (SNA) were applied to
measuring aggregate production activity in a virtual economy. In Chapter 6, an inflation measure for a virtual economy was formed. The chapter also included a deflated
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index of the aggregate production measure. The conclusions on these macroeconomic
measures of a virtual economy are presented in the next section.
7.2 CONCLUSIONS
7.2.1 Aggregate production in a virtual economy
The principles of SNA were used to form a suitable accounting scheme for measuring
the aggregate production activities of the users of a virtual economy. This scheme was
then used to measure the aggregate production of the virtual economy of EVE Online.
The measurement was based on transaction and production data provided by the operator firm of EVE Online.
Gross Domestic Product is one aggregate production measure in a real-world national
economy. The “domestic” part in the term emphasizes, correctly, the fact that the production that is of interest is tied to a geographic location. The relevant borderline is
drawn between a nation and all the rest of the world: the production that happens inside the borders of the nation is included, while the production taking place outside of
the borders is not.
In a virtual economy, the “where” of a production event is vague, as the users may,
and do, physically exist in different countries. Upon considering a virtual economy as
a separate economic system, the “domestic” metaphor is not usable. In Section 5.2, it
was shown that the relevant borderline can actually be drawn between the users and
the system that they use, or what was called the Environment in that section. Therefore, the aggregate production measure is called the Gross User Product, or GUP, in
this study. The term stresses the relevance of the users as producers, as opposed to the
creation of new goods by the Environment.
Similarly to the foreign trade taking place between a country and the rest of the world,
the trade taking place between the users and the Environment causes either flows out
of circulation (in the case of purchases form the Environment) or additional flows entering the circulation (in the case of sales to the Environment). When the goods purchased from the Environment are investment goods, their value is not, in an accounting sense, correctly reflected in the price of any final goods. Therefore, the treatment of
such purchases of investment goods should correspond to the treatment of investment
goods purchased from the foreign sector in SNA.
The Environment also affects the aggregate production in a multitude of other ways,
including purchasing services from the users. Additionally, it collects payments that
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resemble taxes, e.g. proportional market taxes. The taxes do not conceptually resemble
real-world taxes though: instead of being a redistributional element, taxes collected by
the Environment flow out of the economic system. The taxes are a differently named
compulsory payment that actually flows out of circulation, much like the payments
that flow out of the circulation when investment goods are purchased from the Environment. In this sense, though the Environment performs activities resembling the activities of a government, it does not actually perform the role of a government sector.
All of the underlying three definitions of aggregate production of goods and services
were used in this study. The income and expenditure approaches were employed to
form a macroeconomic flow diagram. The division of final good purchases to consumption and fixed investment expenditures is difficult due to the nature of the production processes. The division was not even attempted in this study. Instead, the
production approach was employed to measuring production of final goods. The expenditure approach was then used to measure the remaining parts of GUP and take
the relevant transactions with the Environment into account.
The measurements of GUP in the virtual economy of EVE Online were performed,
based on log data, for the first six months of the year 2007. The said time period was
the longest period for which all of the necessary parts of the data were available. Apart
from the applicability of an SNA-based accounting system in practice also, not many
conclusions can be drawn from such a short period of the data. The growth rate has
been fluctuating throughout the observation period; the relative contributions of main
parts contributing to GUP, i.e. produced final goods and the services purchased by the
Environment, have remained very stable; and the production efficiency of the users
has been increasing, as observed via the GUP growth rates purged of the increased
number of subscriptions.
At real-money trading market prices, the GUP per subscribing user in June 2007 corresponds to about USD 10. A previous estimate (see Section 4.4), made in 2001 for a different virtual economy, put the “GNP” of that economy at USD 189 per month. Comparing these figures may not make much sense though, as they are based on fundamentally different approaches. Also, the real-money trading market prices can be
hugely affected by e.g. the policies of the operator firms. GUP measures have more use
in comparisons internal to a virtual economy, such as between two instants in time.
The same principles that have been used for GUP computations in this study are directly applicable to other virtual economies as well. The observation of the Environment as being in many ways comparable to the foreign sector in national accounting
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applies widely in virtual economic systems in which production of new goods happens by methods of production similar to the ones in the case economy. The relative
contributions of the production methods and the importance of the Environment as
e.g. supplier of intermediate goods or purchaser of services are bound to differ between different virtual economies.
This definition of GUP is possibly not directly applicable for systems in which production of new virtual goods takes place by methods fundamentally different from the
ones employed in EVE Online. The main observation of this thesis, i.e. that the relevant producing is performed by the users, is likely valid in these systems also. Such
systems were not, however, thoroughly investigated in this study.
7.2.2 Inflation in a virtual economy
The main purpose of the inflation index is, in this study, to measure the average costof-living. The inflation measure was chosen according to this purpose. The data availability makes frequent updates on the index bundle easy and cost-effective, so that a
chained index can be used. Some problems associated with CPI, particularly its inability to quickly respond to changing expenditure shares, can thus be evaded.
The index is computed as a chained Fischer ideal index. In practice, chained Laspeyres
and Paasche indices are computed first, and the geometric mean of these is used as the
final index. Based on market transaction data provided by the operator firm, the
monthly inflation was computed for the virtual economy of EVE Online. The goods
included in the bundle are the final goods transacted on the market, and the bundle
weights correspond to the expenditure shares of final goods as observed on the market.
Data for the inflation computations was available for the months between and including October 2005 and June 2007. The inflation turned out to be negative for the vast
majority of observed months, and increasingly so towards the end of the observation
period. The deflation values, reaching 8 – 10 % in the last months of the observation
period, translate to very high yearly deflation figures if they remain as high in the
forthcoming periods
The inflation computations themselves proved, in a sense, relatively easy to perform.
The availability of comprehensive price and quantity information from the markets
make it unnecessary to rely on samples, such as those employed in consumer price
index computations. The method of measuring inflation can, therefore, be one that
makes use of extensive transaction data. The ability to centrally log potentially all
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transactions is a prevailing feature of virtual economies. The inflation computation
principles outlined in this study are therefore widely applicable.
7.3 FURTHER RESEARCH
The development of the indicators computed in this study is at its initial stages. Particularly, the various definitions implicit in the GUP measure still need refining. One
of the larger issues has to do with the sector division: What does consumption mean in
a virtual economy? Should the distinction between consumption and investment be
reconsidered in this context? The accounting scheme defined in this study can be, in
this sense, seen as a first, rough version that can be employed for measuring the total
GUP, but that is not well defined considering the details of e.g. sector divisions.
The more practical issues related to the actually performed GUP computations have to
do with the omitted items that should be included in a comprehensive GUP measure.
These items were identified in Section 5.4 as the services produced and consumed by
the users, and the changes in stocks of intermediate goods.
The short temporal span of currently available data limits the applicability of time series regressions explaining GUP and inflation in terms of other macroeconomic variables. The following final subsections outline possible further research on this subject,
given these practical problems can be overridden
7.3.1 Model of GUP growth
The existence of growth of GUP per user (as presented in Section 6.3) immediately
raises the question of the determinants of such growth. The increased production efficiency is likely a function of variables such as increased pool of goods used as production capital, and increased human capital.
An abstract production function for a virtual economy, including candidates for determinants of production, was presented in Section 4.2 (Equation 4-1). That production
function could be generalized on the macroeconomic level, so that an aggregate production function linking GUP and the explanatory variables could be formed. A suitable functional form should likely be initially identified from standard models of economic growth. Time-series regression models could then be used for determining the
contributions of the determinants of growth.
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7.3.2 Quantity theory of money
The reasons underlying the observed deflation may vary from specific events that
have taken place in the EVE economy to prevailing macroeconomic conditions. One
immediate suspect, concerning the evidence from real-world economies, is the quantity of money in the system.
Throughout the history of money economies, long-run price changes have been almost
without exception paralleled with a respective monetary change (Schwartz 1973, 264).
The interpretation of the causal direction underlying this empirical observation is
summarized in the statement made famous by Milton Friedman, “inflation is always
and everywhere a monetary phenomenon” (Friedman 1968, quoted in Hoover 1991). In a
simple form, this claim of an empirical causality can be stated as the quantity theory of
money. The contemporary quantity theory is, in short, a theory that identifies the
quantity of money as the key factor affecting the behavior of general price level
(Laidler 1990, 291).
A review of empirical studies of the quantity theory of money (Friedman 1987, 16) reports some broad findings. There is a consistent, but not precise, positive relation between the growth rate of money and the growth rate of nominal income. The closeness
of the relation depends on whether the short or the long run is considered. The effect
of monetary expansion to prices is far from perfect and also distributed over time. It
seems that a lasting effect of inflation can only be derived via a more rapid increase of
the quantity of money than output, though many other factors cause temporary fluctuations. (Friedman 1987, 16-17.)
The empirical tests of the quantity theory of money include e.g. (Friedman & Schwartz
1982) and (Duck 1988). In the present virtual economy context the test performed for
inflation of Latin American countries (Vogel 1974) is easily applicable, as it relates the
inflation rate to basic and relatively easily measurable economic variables: the rate of
growth of money, real income, and past values of inflation. The test is performed by
time-series regressions of price level on the explanatory variables. Given that sufficiently long time series of the variables can be computed, the indicators derived in this
thesis, augmented with a measure of the quantity of money, can be directly applied.
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